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INTRODUCTION 

B.r Public Law 61S (SOth Congress, 2d Session, Chapter 435) 9 

approved June 10, 194S, the Congress authorized a survey of the 

federally-owned Chesapeake and Ohio Canal between Great Falls~ 

Maryland, and Cumberland, Ma.ey'land. The purpose of this act 

was to supply information for the use of the Congress upon 

the advisability and practicability of constructing a parkway 

upon the abandoned waterway. The following report contains 

the findings of this studf, together with relevant phases of 

the historical background and pertinent engineering detailso 

The recent interest of Congress in the Chesapeake and 

Ohio Canal is a logical continuation of an earlier concern. 

The Potomac improvement project has had a consistently close 

relationship to the District of Columbia and to the federal . 
government over the course ·of the· past two centuries. The 

Potomac route to the West was one of the e~liest known and 

exploited, and it has always been of particular interest be

cause of its central location and its relation to the city of 

Washington. Many promiDent persons in the federal government 

have taken a direct interest in the development of the various 

projects to improve the route Nature providedo 

A further stimulus to Congressional interest bas been the 

rich histo~ic~l-~erita~ or the area concerned. Here occurred 

a good part. of. the significant events of the French and Indian 

War, some of the earliest experiments in canal building and 
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river navigation, one or the clearest tests or the co~parative 

merits of canals and railroads, the rise of an important coal cen-

ter in the early years of that industry, the dramatic raid by John 

Brown, and the stirring events of the Civil War. Here also may be 

found physical evidences of America's geological eras and of her 

pre-Columbian inhabitants. Because the region has not been extensively 

developed in the past century, the Potomac Valley bears ~ traces 

of our past unchanged by the passage of time and the growth of an 

urban civilization. Much of the charm of the natural setting, 

justly famed for its rugged beauty, has been preserved also. 

A National Capital Parks 1 press release, dated August 10, 

1938, captures the reeling which has permeated this study as it 

developed, in saying "the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal has a politi

cal significance outranked only by the Potomac River, which it 

parallels." The rich heritage of tht~': area, the prominent role or 

the canal in the stirring events, and the scenic splendor oi;, the 

valley along·the canal right-of-way all seem to r,commend the park

way project for the further consideration of the Congress. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Valley aad its Inhabitants 

The Potomac Valley holds today, as it has from the earliest 

times, the continuing interest of those who become acquainted with 

it. The attraction which its physical beauty exerted upon its ear

liest discoverers has been enhanced over the course of several cen

turies by the addition of a rich vein of history woven through and 

around the picturesque valley. At one time an area in dispute be~ 

tween representative tribes of the major Indian linguistic groups, 

the Potomac has, since the seventeenth century, served Americans as 

a home. a route for trade and migration, and a strategic economic 

and political region. A full and fair evaluation of the Potomac 

Parkway proposal must therefore include consideration of the histori

cal and natural setting of the project. The account in the pages 

following is intended to summarize, as far as present historical 

knowledge of the area permits relevant material on the physical 

and historical background of the Parkway proposalo 

The geological history of the valley provides much to iD

terest both the amateur and the professional geologist. Accord-

ing to the·latest eonsemsus, long before the Potomac Valley came 

into existence the region experienced a series of upheavals and sub

mergences which formed the rock strata now visibleo The Potomac 

Valley itself is the result of stream erosion in a much less an~ 

oient time. According to one group of writersg1 



I>uril'ig Arehean··timea· that reglon was part· of a 
sea bed oil wliieh great thiemesses of sediment'ae
eumUlated. ~ oo Durlng the Paleozoie era tne App8.la;..: 
chiail Moataia .. area was a lon.g·aarrow trough covered 
for long periods by the· ·sea~ .o. As the trough became 
nearly filled-with sediment, the region became a 
great swamp ••• 

The· Pareozoic era endea"with stresses that buck
led the Appalachian strata into a series of mouatain
ous swells and troughs, and reversed the drainage as 
far as the line of the Blue Ridge •••• 

The first Appalachian Mouataims probably at
tained Alpine proportions, but during the Mesozoic 
era they were eroded to their roots. Meaawhile the 
reversal of drainage progressed westward b,y stream 
capture. Early in the- Triassic period there was an 
outbu!st of seismic energy. Aloag a great fault plane 
east of Catoctin Mouataia, a broad area was dropped 
more than a mile to form the floor of the Frederick · 
Valley •••• Erosion coatinued throughout the Triassic 
end Jurassic periods, until the whole of what became 
Marylaad was worn down to become part of an almost 

-flat plain that covered all eastern North America •••• 

The Cretaceous period began with a warping of 
the land that flooded the coast as far as the present 
Fall-Line, but raised the inland region and gave new 
velocity--hence, cutting power--to the rivers •••• 

The cataclysmic disturbance ellding the Mesozoic 
era had no effect in the area. The gentl7 arched sur
face-was gradually-worn down oace more to·a low amd 
monotonous plain (the Schoo~ey Peneplain)p with slUg
gish rivers winding across it in ever-changing courses. 
After the'f'O'rmation of this plain the lamd began to 
rise so• tifaabally that the rivers .were able to incise 
their meandering courses into the rock. A uamber of 
intrenched meanders remain along the Upper Potomac and 
its bruchea. In time the u:aderlying rock structures 
of the Appalachian region had its ef'feet on the river 
courses. Where the sandsto~aes and other hard rocks 
came to the surface aloag the tlaaks of' the truJLcated 
folds, ridges were formed whose crests were at the 
former plain level; they deflected the streams, 
which then carved valleys in the softer shales and 
limestones. The middle parts of the ancient swells, 
as well as the t!'oughs between, are now valleys; the 
crests of the mauataiDa lie near the level of. the 
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dissected plaift, forming a remarkably even horizono 
The harder, more low-lying Piedmont rocks have pre
served a similar surface of more recent date. 

Throughout at least two great geological eras (literally thou-

sands of feet of rock have been removed by the erosion of unknown 

ancient streams and) the Potomac has emerged (in this century) as 

a winding, twisting river, plunging over numerous rapids and falls 

through narrow gorges and !lowing through quiet pools in fertile 

valleys,, amid scenes as widely contrasting as those of bucolic 

tranquility and rugged. almost literally primordial, rock rorma

tiollS. Mounting the valley from the national capital today, the 

traveller passes through five or the six great topographical sec

tions of the eastern seaboard, exceptfng only the Atlantic shore 

region.2 From tidewater in the Distriet or Columbia and south-

western Montgomery County through the Piedmond, the Blue Ridge, 

and the great valley to the massive Appalachian backbone one may 

see every variety or soil characteristic of the regioD (again ex

cepting the present ocean shore) ~nd most species or the native 

flora and fauna or the area still extant.3 It is mo mere passing 

remark to say that the Potomac Valley is truly a storehouse or 

natural wonders relatively unspoiled by the disturbances of re-

cent technological developments. 

The tidewater region is represented in the upper Potomac 

Valley by the short stretch of the river below Little Falls. The 

Piedmont area commences at Little Falls, from which the valley 

rises gently by a series of water-worn pJ.ateaus~_~o~tn• Blue ~~ge:, 
• west of the MoJJ.ocacy Valley. The Blue Ridge section extends from 
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the Catoctin Mouataias. the site of the bitter controversy between 

the· Baltimore atld Ohio Railroad and the Chesapeake od Ohio Canal 

for the right of way in the Potomac Valley, to the South Mbuntaino 

The fourth section, the great valley known in Virginia as the 

Shenandoah sad in Maryland and Pennsylvania as the Cumberland 9 is 

in reality a series or minor folds, averaging five hundred feet 

above sea level, rather than a single basin. This is the famous 

limestone area for which the Potomac Valley has long been so well 

known. Here the historica~ly famous Antietam aad Conogocheague 

Rivers on the narth~and the Sheaandoah and Opequon Rivers on the 

south flow to meet the Potomac. The Shenahdoah River, readily ac

cessible from the proposed parkway, has an interestin.g geological 

origin itselr.4 The streams of northern Virginia origi.ally flow-

ed from west to east as do the James u.d Potomac today. Du:riag the 

undulations of the earth's surface, a new stream formed flowing 

from south to north. This river9 the Shemaadoah, gradually uader

cut the vest-east streams such as the Rappahannock ud the Rapidn 

and diverted the flow to the Potomac, leaving only the famous vind 

gaps ia the Blue Ridge which play such havoc with ve~~her east of 
- . " . " ' 

the mountains as evideaces of the former course of the streams. - . - . . 

~~ great !alley is also bow fQr its uadergrouad cav~n.s 9 sink

holes, et cetra, and is oae of the principal historic areas or the 

Potomac region. 

The last great distinct physical section of the Potomac is 

the Appalachian region. In Maryland alone there are fifteen 

separate ridges in this massive mountaiD ~rier, raagimg upward 

from sixteen huadred feet. 5 Here are fouad steep cliffs and huge 

-. 
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boulders in the winding river bed, fragments left by the cutting 

of the Potomac through the mountains. From the earliest days 

travellers have commented on the rugged beauty of this region .. 

On the Maryland side the streams are relatively short and pre

cipitous, but on the south~ the Cacapon and the South Branch of 

the Potomac are impressive rivers in their own right. The lat

ter indeed is longer than the North Branch, and there have been 

-maey--who have insisted that it is the main bed of the Potomac .. 6 

Cumberland, the western end of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal and 

of the proposed parkway, is set in a natural amphitheater at the 

mouth of Wills Creek., The site was early recognized as being of 

-strategic value and has consequently had a long and interesting 

history. Physically and historically it is a logical terminus for 

the proposed parkway. 

Turning from the physical background to a consideration of 

-tbe ·'f'eco-rd of human habitation in the -va~ ~ one -enc-ounters some 

-confu"Bion ·ari-s!ftg from the ·sketchy character of current knowledge 

concernin-g pre-Eul"opean -occupati-on of the area. Thus the follow= 

ing account is a tentative outline which may be expanded and modi

fied by -subsequent investigations. 

There is no -doubt that human beings were living in the 

Potomac Valley long before the historical Indian tribes moved in. 

Prehi-storic man may have roamed through the area from Folsomoid 

- -"Bites in Virginia. This would place the earliest entrance of man 

into the vall-ey between 10,000 -and 25.,000 years ago. 7 Regardless 

of this reasonable conjecture, sites discovered below the present 

city of Washington indicate that human habitation definitely exist

ed in the Archaic period (to 900 A.D.)8 



The intermediate period is not so well represented in t,pe 

Potomac Valley, possibly because it had a less spectacular aapec~ 

than the contemporanQous mound-building cultures to the south and 

west. It is also possible that during this pe-riod -the region was 

not heavily populated, or was used, as in later times, mainly as 

a hunting preserve by several groupso These people left arti-

facts attesting to their presence, although they had withdrawn 

long--before the coming of the Indians. The latter did not remem

ber them, even in their most ancient traditions.9 

The earliest Indians to enter the area were apparently 

members of the Algonquin group who occupied Nbrth America from 

Newfoundland to the Carolinas and west to the Rockies and who 

moved into the Potomac region about three hundred years before 

the Europeans. 10 Later migrants brought representatives of two 

other great linguistic stocks, the Iroquois and the Sioux. These 

major groups .. ·WQre divided into -numerous small and frequently war

like.:· tribes.; !!'he Algonquin, as the---earliest~ ---began to ~~rience 

t·he intru.sion of the Iroquois and Sioux tribes in the late six-

·t-eenth -eentury. · The ·southwar~ expansion of the Five Nations, 

···-establi-shed in---t~e late sixteenth century, brouejlt an alteration 

of the existing pattem of Indian settlements which was in pro

gress when the English arrived.11 The Algonquin were being s~b

jected to Iroquoia.n dominion and were being pushed to the south 

and ea5t. The Iroql.J,Qk tribes mved into the north and west of 

the Chesapeake area and the Sioux settled briefiy to the west and 

south. 

When the first ~ite men arrived thQJ enco-untered among 

others the Powhatan Confederacy in Virginia and the Piscataways 

6 
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in Maryland, two strong Algohquin groups. 12 To tre west \'{ere the 

Shawnees, another Algonquin tribe.13 At the head of the Chesapeake 

Bay were the Susquehannocks, then at war with the P~.scataways. .On 

the upper stretches of the James and in the Shenandoah Valley as far 

north as the Potomac ranged the Monocan, a Siouan confederacyo Many 

smaller tribes or villages in the region had alrea~ fallen under 

the dominion of one or another of these more powerful groups. 14 

The general outline of the Indian wars which followed is ob

scured by the multiplicity of tribes and tribal names 
15 

and by the 

intrusion of many purely local events which distort the overall pic-

ture. Apparently the Susquehannocks continued their southward expan-

sion in the first half of the seventeenth century, driving the Pis-

cataway before them into the arms of the early settlers. The latter 

then made treaties with the Susquehannocks endeavoring to contain 

their advance and eventually removed the Piscataway to the west. At 

the height of Susquehanno~k power they undertook to protect enemies 

of the Five Nations, thus incurring the wrath of. that powerful con-

disea·'e- to· some- seven ,hundred persons, collapsed in 1674 and fled 

P ' 16 
to an ~bandoned iscataway stockade. 

In the meantime the Monocan·-were -exerting pressure on the 

Powhatan Confederacy with similar results after the arrival of the 

white man. 17 Further south the Catawba, probably favored by the 

English, drove the Shawnees north in the years following 1677 into 

the Shenandoah and Potomac Valleys.18 The new and increased pres

sures on the Indian tribes in the Potomac region burst into full 
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violence in 1674. Roving bands of natives preyed on red and white 

men alike. In Indian history the succeeding decades marked the vir-

tual extermination of many tribes and the wholesale migration of 

many others. 19 The upper Potomac reverted to its earlier function 

as primarily a hunting ground, crossed at several placed by bran

ches of the famous Warriors Path over which Delawares, Catawbas, 

Iroquois, and Shawnees moved constantly. In colonial history these 

disturbances are significant as the background of Bacon's Rebellion 

in Virginia, in part the consequence of Governor Berkeley's failure 

to provide adequate protection for the frontier. 20 

The Indian wars are of interest in the history of the valley 

for several :reasons. To a considerable extent they account for the 

relative absence of Indians in the Potomac Valley after 1700. They 

ale() P.I_"OVi-t:k· th~·---essential background for an explanation of the 

Iftdi-tma·-whieh~··we~"~· ,prfi-Etnt·-wh~n th~·-earli-e-st .. -explor~re and settlers 

arrived. Sites of Indian stockades, villages (on all water courses 

of the Potomac Valley, but especially on the Shenahdoah, Potomac, 

Monocacy, and South Bra:pch),. and battles .. are sd.ll visi-ble· in the 
~ ; . 

valley and have been fully noted in -the written records. 21 The bran-

. -ches of -the--War:rio·rs Path. which czooeeed the· Potomac near.• C'VJ~lberland 

(following the South Branch) and near Winchester (forking to the 

South Branch on the west and the Shenahdoah River on the east) are 

also of historical interest. 

.•. 

. 
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CHAPTER n 

The Colonial Period 
1608 - 1775 

11 

The Potomac Valley came within the horizons of the earliest 

colonists. Captain John Smith visited the river in 1608, penetra

ting as far as. the present District of Columbia according to some. 

writers. Later Captain Henr.y Fleet visited the region around Lit

tle Falls, first in 1621 and for ma.ny years thereafter. But for the 

most part the early colonists kept to the tidewater area Which was 

little more than an estuary of the Chesapeake Bay. 1 Not until the 

latter part of the seventeenth century was the frontier moving above 

the falls into the piedmont area. And it was not until the eighteen-

th century that the region west of the Blue Ridge was first penetra-

ted by the 'White men. Many groups played a role in the development 

aQ.d exploitation of the area: explorers, Indian traders and fur 

trappers, military adventurers, pioneer farmers, and gent;t.emen land 

·speculators- oftentime·s indtsU'llguishable and insepat'able in the 

sam.e person. 

Settlement in the lower part of the ·Valley, -ea!Jt of ·the moun-

tains, came only slowly in the seventeenth century. The early colo-

nists were content to establish their farms and plantations along the 

tidewater shores of the streams emptying into the Chesapeake Bay. 

Here they had, at +east in the first decades after 1607, fertile lands 

and easy access to trade with th~ mother country. As one authority has 

noted, many of the tributaries or these streams were "deep .,nough to 

float the largest ships employed in carrying trade between Virginia 

and England. 2 At that early period, every planter owned a Wharf •• •" 
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Only after the best sites were occupied in this area did settlements 

occur on the uppet stretches of these rivers. The grant of the North-

ern Neck of Virginia, the peninsula between the Potomac and Rappahan-

nock Rivers, to Lord Hopton and his associates in 1649, marks the be

ginning of extensive settlements on the south bank of the Potomac.3 

Large scale occupation of the valley above the present city of Wash-

ington seems not to have occurred until shortly before or during the 

period of Lord Fairfax's interest in the region in the eighteenth 

century. 

On the Maryland side of the river colonists advanced up the 

Potomac from St. Marys in the years following the establishment of 

the palatinate in 1634. Paucity of records prevents too precise a 

dating of the migration, but certain events do serve as milestones 

in the westward movement. Captain Fleet pro vi des the first definite 

description of th~ area· in his report to L~onart Calvert in 1634. He 
I 

a-s·serted, in a glowing· and somewttat optimistic description o-f the 

Potomac .Val·l-ey a~o·ve Georgetown, 4. 

The place is, without all question, the -mo-at· health
ful and pleasant place· in ail this eount:ry; an!i· ·mqst con
venient for habitation, the air temperate in-sUDimer and 
not violent in winter. It aboundeth in all manner of 
fish •••• And for deer, buffaloes, "ears, turkeys the 
woods do swarm with them, and the soil is exceedingly 
fertile; but above this place the country is rocky and 
mountainous, like Canada. 

As for the actual occupation of the valley Father Andrew White, a 

Jesuit missionary to the Piscataway Indians, in 1643, found scattered 

settlers in the neighborhood of Piscataway Creek, still below Wash-
5 . 

ington. Subsequently several manors were laid out in Maryland to 

.• 
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the east of the Anacostia River and opposite ·Alexandria. 6 By 1695 

there was, sufficient population in the area to justify the creation of 

Prince George 1 s County. 

West of Washington the Potomac Valley began to fill up in the 

first decades of the eighteenth century. Georgetown on the Maryland 

side was early recognized as a natural site for a port, lying as it 

does at the head of tidewater on the Potomac. Other settlers, in-

eluding refugees from Virginia, Swiss from the Delaware, Scots from 

the home count~ (especially in 1715 and 1745), Gennans from Pennsyl-

vania, and the hapless Marylanders caught in the boundary dispute be-

tween the Penns and the Calverts (ultimately settled by the Mason

Dixon line) scattered through the valley above Washington. By 1730 

there were settlers in the southern part (Urbana district) of the up-

per valley and in 1733 a company of Germans from Pennsylvania settled 

in the Monocacy Valley. Frederick Town ·was laid out in·l745• A few 

years later the inhabitants were sufficiently nume-rous to ·war:t:-ant the 

creation of Frederick County, embracing all of present-day western 

Maryland. 7 On the Virginia side there·were· ~ome settlements in that 
8 

section of the Northern Neck east of the Blue Ridge. 

By this time, however, the tide of migration was already 

moving west of the mounta}.ns. It is generally agreed that Governor 

Alexander Spotswood, 9f Virginia, was one of the first to cross the 

Blue Ridge, enteri~ the Shenandoah Valley through Swift Run Gap with 

a party of about fifty in 1714. 9 He learned from the Indians of the 

region of a river flowing from a large body of water to the north only 
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three days' journey away. ~perialist as well as adventurer, Governor 

Spotswood surmised that· the body of water was one of the French-controlled 

lakes /J.riy, and he was aroused over the possibility of establishing_"' •' · 

some connection between British Virginia and the Great Lakes. How-

ever, he was removed t~ office before ~is projected connection 

could be realized.10 Although there probably were other Europeans 

in ·the upper Potomac Valley or its environs prior to 173~, pQ&Sibly 

even before Spotswood, there is no evidence of permanent settlement 

prior to 1732.11 One authority states categorically that there is 
' no written or oral history of the Potomac prior to approximately 

1728.12 

The settlement of the upper Potomac was inseparably connec-

ted with the increase of geographical knowledge through further ex

ploration ·and · trh-e ···removal of t-he t hfoea t of Indian -.. waH • Definite 

--efforts ·were ma-de along thes-e lines in the years following Spots

·wood '·s --penetration of the mountains. In 1736 Benjamin Winslow was 

-a-uthori-z-ed to- ·&l:lrV-ey the North· Branch of the Potomac to its head-

· -waters. Either-h-e tired ·of.,hi:-e task before its completion or he was 

inaccura-t-e in ·hi-s· -measurements, for the maps based upon his findings 

·contain -errors which persisted long after further knowledge was avail-

·able. Another survey of the river was made in 1739-40 without a ppar

ent success in correcting the earlier errors.13 

The removal of the Indians proceeded along a more orderl1 

and more successful course. The Indians who had been removed by the 

Ma~land assemb1r atter 1674 to the area or Georgetown were later 
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moved farther west into Frederick County.
14 

In 1735 the lord pro-

prietary of Maryland cancelled all existing reserves and ordered them 

to be erected into manors. 15 
By the treaty of Lancaster (in Pennsyl

vania), June 30, 1744, the Indians surrendered to the English, for 

three hundred pounds, title to all lands between the Potomac and the 

Susquehanna. All of Maryland was specifically cleared by the terms 

of the treaty. Thus the earliest map (1751) still existing indicates 

the lands of western Maryland as entirely.deserted by the Indians. 16 

To a considerable extent this was true in fact as well as in law, yet 

so scattered were white settlements and so frequent the incursions of 

the Indians that all authorities agree that the Conogocheague was the 

v:rrtual limit or-EUropean penetration. U 

The -removal of the Indians in Virginia was of course a lar

·ger -undertaking and proved to be less satisfactorily carried out. 

Governor Dunmore'-s treaty with the Indians by 'Which the latter ceded 

title to all lands south and we$t of the Ohio apparently was not com-

pletely·effective. However, the activities of the Ohio Company pre-

dicated upon this treaty and the influx of settlers apparently dis-

couraged the natives sufficiently to place them in a receptive mood 

for invitations from western Indians to remove across the mountains. 

This they did in 1754.18 

Settlement on tpe Mar,yland side of the Potomac began shortly 

after Governor Spotswood's discoveries rekindled the interest of the 

coloni·st£ in the lan~ beyond the mountains. It also coincided with 

the expansion of German and Scotch-Irish on the frontiers in Pennsyl

vania. Surveys made in 1732 on the western side of the Blue Ridge 
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provide the basis tor the a.ssumpti.on that there were a number of 

19 
families, chiefly German, in Washington Cc::amt.y by 173.5.. If so, 

this l!Culd place the settlement of western Rar,.laDd in the identical 

chronological period as the first occupation o! western Virginia. 

The ~ famous person in the earl7 history of west.em Mary

land is Colonel Thomas Cresap. 20 Settling first in the Antietam 

Valley about two miles tram Hagerstown, he soon moved to the aban

doned Ine1ian site, Old Town, tr.hich he renamed Skipt.ort. Thus one of 

the oldest occupied sites in the Potomac Valley was one of the ear

liest outposts of 'European domlnian in the valley. Under orders from 

Governor Bladen of Mar:vlalld, Colonel Cresap al.so 1Ulde:rtt)Ok to locate 

by survey in 17J.5 a t.o-.n of n:Lne b'lllldred arui titteen aczoee at Walnut 

Bottom on Wills Ct-eek lJtmn -'he :mDDt.h of . .Ja!Jrl1.n,ge Run at. the s~'te ot 

the former lndi&ll village of Gaiuc:tucuc. The Ohio Compa117 e.stabllshed 

:t:t.e priucipal -ad~anced tracling post at. the Junction of thf!l Potomac 

Ri-ver .a.nd Willa. C7-eek in 17 49.21 

·B.Y 17?6 the population. of -western-Maryland ··wa&-larg~ enough 
- . -

to--warrant the di~isj.on. of Frederi~ County into tbree· parte. Mont

gomery Co\ln.ty- was .. ·ePeqt.ed tram tbe southeastern portion. The terri

·tory ·west of modern F~derick CoUl'lt;v. beeBJDe Waatii.ngt.on CO'!U1ty. The 

town of Cumber land was laid oat.. in 1?8S and Allegany CoUDty i emb:rac

ing all lands. west of Sid~ling Hill, was separated from Washington 

County in 1789. t3y 1800 Hagers~own and Williamsport were both con-

sidered flourishing industrial and commercial towns. The area was 

d-otted with many lllills and taverns.22 

~ the V!Pgfm-~ &tete of t.he Potomac the .first definite 
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~~ttlement west of the mountains was in the neighborhood of Win~ 

chester. Joist Hite and others, sixteen families in all, migrated 

in a southwesterly direction from York, Pennsylvani~~ eroJsing the 

Potomac two miles above Harpers Fe~ry, cutting their own road all 

tbe ~.23 In 1734 Benjamin Allen and others migrated from the 

Monocacy Valley and settled along the north Branch of the Shenan-

doah. In the same year Richard Morgan and others, including 

Robert Harper, after whom Harpers Ferry was named, settled a-

long the Potomac in the neighborhood of Sheph~dstown. Settle

ment on the South Branch of the Potomac commenced about 1734-35 

although Lord Fairfax's land warrants for this region are dated 

1737 or later. 
~·~ 

The Cacapon Valley received its first settlers a~ 
•, 

bout this time, and there is record of a Friends Meeting on the 

Opequon as ea-rly as 1738. 24 

The rapid influx of'"settl-ers into .western Virginia is 
' .. 

partly the ~esult of the sudden interest and land ac~ivities 

of Lord Fairfax. The latter upon learning that his possessions 

in the western portions of the Northern Neck were truly valuable 

and were indeed being occupied by intruders rushed to the loca-

lity to direct personally the explp~tation of his huge holdingso 

He encountered considerable hosti~ity to his land and rental 

policies at first. This persisted, despite his apparent encourage

ment of settlement later, until all quit rents were abolished by 

the Virginia i;•giEJlature in 1785.25 As is apparent from the names 

of the settlers, much of the migration came from Pennsylvania where 

the rising tide of German and Scotch-Irish immigrants overflowed 
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the bounds of that colony and flooded the valleys beyond the moun-
. 26 

tains as tar south as Georgia. The settlers from Pennsylvania 

were generally well received by the Indians, probably because of 

27 the good reputation among the natives enjoyed by the Penns. Cer-

tainly the Virginians were hostilly received by these same Indians 

and clashes between Virginia militia and Shawnee Indians are noted 

as early as 1742.28 In 1754, however, the Indians suddenly disap

peared from the Shenandoah Valley and the lower part of the Poto

mac. It is assumed that they accepted the invitation of emis

saries from western tribes, who had been among them in 1753, and 

moved vest ot the Alleghenies -- possibly in anticipation of the 
. . . 29 

border warfare which followed during the French and Indian War. 

The progress or settlement on the south side or the Poto

mac can be traced in the creation ot towns and counties in the 

area.3° sf.~phensburg was inhabited as early as 1732:~nd the town 
... ·~".!.'~;:~:~· ' 

. created in 1752. Winchester had two ca~ins as early as 1738 and 

was made a town in 1752. Shepherdstown, originally Mecklinburg, 

became a town in 1762, and Romney was laid out by Lord Fairfax 

in the ··same year. Bath (Berkeley Springs) was created by ~he 

Assembly and occupied in 1776. Martinsburg was established in 

1778 •. Clarksburg and Morgantown came into being by legislative 

act in 1785 and Charles To~ in 1786. Spotsylvania County was 

created in 1720 including a small portion ot territory west ot 

the Blue Ridge. Orange County, created in 1734, embraced all 

territory west or the mountains. Frederick and AugUsta Coun

ties were created out or that part or Orange County lying west . 

.... 
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of the mountains.in 17JS. Subsequently from Frederick County were 

taken Hampshire (1754), Berkeley (1772), Jefferson (lSOl), and Mor

gan {1820) Counties. 

By 1749 the settlement of the Potomac Valley west of the 

mountains was well under way, and the frontier was marching inex-

orably onward. In that year the Ohio Company was established as 

the first organized attempt to utilize the Potomac as a route 

for the growing trade of the valley and the hitherto ineffec

tively-tapped fur trade with the Indians in the mountains and 

beyond. Thus by the middle of the eighteenth century the develop-

ment of the Potomac region had reached the point at which it be• 

came a potentially important route to the west. The Ohio Company 

-made considerable headway in the years preceding the French and 

Indian War in spite of competition from the French and the 

Pefms.ylv&l!ans -and the uncertainty of title in the lands west 

of the mountainef~Jl 

In the year in whi-ch the Ohio Cem.:pany received its charter 

-t.he·Bea.rd .of Tra4e of England li-censed no fewer than three enter

prise~ to engage in the western trade and in land activitieso32 

II 

The company included in its membership some of theimost opulent 

and respectable inhabitants of the colonies of Virginia and Mary

land11.JJ To a considerable extent they were holders of the com-

paratively recent grants in the Northern Neck of Virginiao Fore-

most among the stockholders were Thomas Cresap; Thomas Lee; George 

Fairfax; Robert Dinwiddie; Lawrence,Augustine, and George Washing

ton; John, George, James, and John Francis Mercer; Richard Lee 
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and George Mason. 34 The Ohio Company received a grant of five hun-

dred thousand acres on the Ohio River between the Monongahela and 

the Kanawha, but their activities were spread over a large part of 

present day Kentucky as well as West Virginia and southwestern 

Pennsylvania and Maryland.35 Its greatest efforts, however, were 

concentrated in the region of the Monongahela and Youghiogheny 

Valle.ys and the area relatively accessible from the Potomac and 

then in dispute between Virginia and Pennsylvania. In this area 

the Ohio Company organized the activities of the individual trad-

ere from the Chesapeake Bay colonies and entered into competi

tion for the fur trade.36 

In -addition to its trading privileges the Ohio Company 

obtained right-s of colonization in the disputed area and 

prGmptly-·secu.red -a large tract of land which it tntende~ to 

37 sell to prospective settlers. It also conducted land surveys, 

undertak-en by Christop~r -Gist and ·Georg-e Washington» for pur-

' poses of trade and settlement; these ·surveys contributed much 

to the betterment of knowledge of the Potomac Valley and of 

the land to the west as far as the Ohio. 38 Undar Lawrence 

Washington's guidance, in 1752, the company made an unsuccess

ful effort to induce same Pennsylvania Germans to settle on 

its lands southeast of the Ohio River under ter.ms of the treaty 
39 

with Half-King, an Ind.ian chief, at Logstown. The Virginia 

Assembly subsequently passed three acts to facilitate the 

settlement of its western lands in order to establish the 
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Potomac as a route of trade; and migration to the Ohio and to 
I 

i 
strengthen its claims to t~e lands in dispute at the forks of 

the Ohio. 40 In 1752 it relieved its frontier·ihhabitants of 

the obligation to pay taxes. In 1754 it appropriated ~0,000 

for frontier defense. In 1766 it approv~d a grant of L20Q 

for the improvement of the Braddock Road. 

· In the meantime, the Ohio Company turned its attention 

to trade. It established the first regular route for the 

commerce to and from its western posts via the Potomac Valley .. 

The eastern terminus was Belhaven(Alexandria) on the Virginia 

side of the river. From there a wagon road led about eighteen 

miles up the river past Little Falls to the phantom town of 
41 

Philae at the upper end of the Great Falls of the Potomac., 

From Philae the route used the river as far as Fort Cumber-

land, -an outpost -at the mouth of Wills Creek, then as later 

considered the upper limit of satisfactory navigation on the 

42 
Potomac. From th:i:s point a trail cros-sed ·the mountains to 

Turkey Foot, the three forks of the Youghiogh.eny.. The com-

pany established a second outpost near the site of present-

day McKeesport. In 1752 Nemacolin, an Indian scout in the 

company's service, blazed a new trail from Wills Creek to the 

Monongahela, at tpe mouth of Redstone Creek. Here the traders 
43 

built another storehouse generally called Redstone Old Fort. 

The settlement of the Potomac Valley received an emphatic 

check in the decade following 1754. Events were occurring on 
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the frontier which proved to be the prelude to a long period or bor

der warfare embracing both the French and Indian War and Pontiac's 

Rebellion. The eontest between France and England for hegemony in 

the New World was ··but a phase or a global conflict between the two 
' . 

powers, underway since 1689·;44 ~ 1750 the climax was approaching 

in North America with friction occurring all along the frontier from 

Maine to Georgia. The French sought to 'trengthen their hold on the 

$~ltegic and valuable St. Lawrence, Oh~o: and Mississippi River val

leys by reenforcing their milit9r7 outposts.and b.Y tar-flung allian

ces with the Indians.45 

In the struggle for advantageous positions the St. Lawrence 

bottleneck and the forks of the Ohio occupied the early attention or 

the two contenders. 46 In 1753 Virginia sent George Washington!!! 

the familiar Potomac route to treat with the French at Fort le Boeur.47 

Although the trip was unsuccessfUl in obtaining any assurances from 

the French commander, it is important because Washington began con

struction of a fort at the forks of the Ohio on his return trip. The 

following year he returned with auth:ority to occupy the site. In his 

absence, however, the French seized the unfinished stockade and com-

pleted it as Fort Duquesne. They then moved east vi th their Indian 

allies encountering Washington at the hasti~ erected Fort Necessity.48 

The Virginians von the first skirmish in a surprise attach near the 

fort~9 but eventually surrendered to the French and abandoned the 

fort. 5° 

The British now came to the aid of the colonies, undertaking an 

., 
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expedition to oust the French from tbe Ohio. The troops under Gener-

al Edward Braddock advanced up the Potomac Valley to the Ohio Com-

pany's outpost at Fort Cumberland, and across the mountains via Nema-

colin's path, which vas widened to permit the pasapge of vagonso The 
\ 

French and Indians succeeded in surprising the Bri~ish and Colonists 

near Fort Duquesne and defeated them in July, 1755. General BraddOck 

lost his life in the confusion of the fight and the disastrous r~~ 
·~ 

treat. 51 

In the months following Braddock's defeat, the immediate pro

blem f~cing the colonies vas the defense of a demoralized frontier 
52 

from the scourge ~f Indian attacks. In the Potomac Valley~ the 

most advanced outpost vas Fort Cumberland where George Washington 

held uneasy command of an inadequate and strife~torn garrison while 

Indians ranged freely to the eest as far as the Conogocheague and al-

most to Winchester. As a second line of defence.Mar.fland in 1756 be-

gan the construction of Fort Frederick, on a plateau thirteen miles 

east of Hancock and a quarter of a mile from the Potomac (close to 

the route of the proposed parkway)o In a similar fashion Virginia 

decided in the same year to establish its military base at Winchest= 

er, as advised by Washington. 5.3 

After a major scare late in 1757., with an erroneous report that 

the French were assembling men and artillery near Fort Duquesne to 

mQrch against Fort Cumberland, the tide of var .again changed in the 

valley. The year 1758 found the colonists on the offensive all a

long the frontier. The English had assembled another force at 



Raystown (Bedford, Pennsylvania) for another attack on Fort Duquesneo 

The new plan called for the construction of a new road wast rr,«m Raystown. 

Washington opposed this plan on the grounds "that the road taken by 

Braddock had been laid out by the Ohio Company, aided by traders and 

Indians, the sold object being to secure the best and most direct 

route; that the road vas in pretty good order ••• n Virginia troops 

were ordered to join Colonel Bouquet in 1758 and Washington reoccupied 

Fort Cumberland in July, 1758. 54 In the same ye~ Colonel Cresap led 

two separate tora1e . into Indian terri tory west of Cumberland, follow

ing the Braddock roa.d to Savage Mountain and Negro Mountain respective

ly. In both instances there were skirmishes vi th small parties of 

Indians. Finally in this moat significant year in the history or the 

Potomac Valley, the Maryland Assembly authorized the repair or the 

road ·from 7o.rt-p'rederick to Fort Cumberland. Out or this aetion came 

a decision ultimately to construct a new road, avoiding the river and · 

its fords, which beceme the basis or the later road system in the 

western portion of the State.55 

The return of colonists to their abandoned homes, which had be

gun in the latter years or the war, and the influx of new settlers 

in the Potomac Valley following the Peace of Paris in 1763 vat held 

up briefly by the return of Indian terror. Pontiac 'a Rebellion in 

1763-64 affected all parts of the frontier between Penhsylvania and 

Virginia but the major blow fell on the principal forts. Of these 

Presque Isle, St. Jos~ph, and ~chil~mackinac fell to the natives, 

but Bedford, Ligonier 1 Niagara. Pitt, and Detroit successfUlly 
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withstood the siege. Inasmuch as the major forts protecting the up

per Potomac did not fall the principal effect of this episode was the 
56 

brief renewal of Indian raids in the valley. 

The termination of the border warfare accompanying the French 

and Indian War and Pontiac's Rebellion permitted the resumption of 

western expansion in the Potomac Valley as in the colonies generally. 

The Royal Proclamation Line of 1763 prohibiting trade or settlement 

west of the mountains without license did not seriously retard the 

filling up of the Potomac region. On the contrary, the increased 

safety of the frontier and the continuing heavy immigration from 

Europe fostered a period of renewed western migration. The growth 

of speculative spirit in the colonies after 1763 gave birth to many 

proposals to secure the trade of the west, such as the Vandalia pro

posals, the Indiana Company, the whe Walpole_ Company. 57 There w&re 

no less than three attempts to improve the navigation of the Potomac 

in the 1760s and 1770s. TQe first two failed because of local opposi

tion; 58 the third failed because of opposition in England. 59 Thus on 

the eve of the American Revolution, the settlement of the valley was 

proceeding apace, but plans for the development of the Potomac as a 

route for trace and migration to the west were still withaut success. 
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The American Revolution did not exert an influence on the develop-

ment or the Potomac Valley comparable to that appearing in the chroni

cles or the French and Indian War, or even during Pontiac 9 s War. Nor 

did the region play so prominent a role in the Revolution as it had in 

the earlier hostilities. Indirectly, valley inhabitants cooperated in 

the measures taken prior to the war to resist undesirable British legia-
1 

lation and supplied the usual quota of troops. The expedition or 

George Rogers Clark down the Ohio, while primarizy designed to assure 

recognition of Virginia's vast claims in that region~ also indirectly 

affected and benefited the inhabitants of the Potomac Valley. 

The one area in which the valley could contribute dirac~ to 
2 

the war was in the related fields of Loyalists and Indian activities. 

In 1775 patrols of Minute Men in Frederick County seized three Loya-

li~ts near Hagerstown while the latter were en route from Norfolk to 

Detroit to raise an a:rray in the West. In 1778 militia from Washing-.. ~ . -~ . '. .. -- -· ' - ~ 

ton and MOntgomery Counties joined one or the three expeditions which 
.. ' -· . -

~ought an end ~o Indian and Tory attacks on the frontier o The only 

other taste or war which the valley i~bi tants had came from the con

finement or approximately r~teen hundred British prisoners at Frederick 

and Win~ester until ~' 1783 • 

.Attar--the slight int_erruption caused by the War or Independence, 

the inhabitants or the Potomac Valley and the States concerned were 

. 
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again able to turn their undivided attention to the promotion of their 

special interests. Furthermore tha.y were now free of the restraints 

hitherto exercised by the mother country. The Treaty of Paris ending 

the successful struggle for independence had confirmed the claims of 

the seaboard colonies to the western lands, at least as far as the 
. " . - -

Mississippi River. Indirectly it reaffirmed the rights or individuals 

and companies in this region under grants from the former colonies. 

In_effect the peace treaty transferred the whole question of special 

privileges in the area from England to the state legislatures where 

they would be subject to the pressures of local politics. There wae 

nothing to hinder the operation of these influences, which would af

fect the fUture development of the entire West. T.hi$ tact is an im-

portant key to the history or internal improvements generally and the 

development of the Potomac route in particular, in the early national 

period. 

The post-revolutionary picture in the Potomac Valley reveals 

IJl8liY influences at work shaping its development. In com.on with the 

rest or the nation the Potomac Valley was experiencing the consequence 

of difficult post-war readjustments: depressed business conditions, 

fina~cial_uncertainties~ and widespread migration of population. Under 

the pressure of these migrations the frontier moved steadily westward, · 

as indicated in Maryland by the creation of the town of Cumberland in 

1785 and the erection of Allegany County in 1789. The pre-war interest 

in the Potomac route to the West revived under the encouragement of re-

presentatives of the same families which had been active in the Ohio 

Company. 
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Among the promoters of the revived project to utilize the Poto-

mac as a route t? the West the foremost was George Washington, whose 

personal influence was a factor in itself. He had long been interested 

in the improvement of the Potomac and was comJ)letely convinced or the 

practicability and superiority of the route it provided.3 Before the 

war he had made several inspection trips to the West, had been associat-
. . -

ed with several activities or the Ohio CompaQY, and had speculated in 

lands on the Monongahela. Arter his glorious role in the Revolution 

his influence in national affairs and particularly in Virginia and 

Maryland reached its zenith. Nothing these two States could do tor 

him seemed too mnch. When Washington asserted his balief in the possi

bilities or the Potomac route, Virginia legislators promptly passed, 

in 1784, an act incorporating the Potomac Company and subscribing to 

120 shares or its capital stock, fifty of which were placed in the 

hero's name.4 When Mar,rland, torn by internal dissention, hesitated 
- -

to pass an act confirming the Virginia law a visit from Washington 

swept the Assembly oft its teet. Maryland affirmed the charter and 
5 subscribed to fifty shares in the new compauy. Thus came into legal 

existence the company whose work was inherited by the Chesapeake and 
.. - . " -

~hio Canal, on whose abandoned canal bed the major portion of the pro

posed parkway wo~d be_ built. 

The Potomac Company was formally organized at a meeting of stock-
6 ' . -

holders in May, 1785. According to the terms of its charter, the pur-

pose_ ot this ~o~ was the opening of the Potomac River to the high

est point or permanent navigation. The minimum goal was the mouth of 

... 
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Wills Creek, at which point a connection would be made with the improved 

Braddock Road, providing access to the Ohio Valley. In a short time 361 

shares of stock, at LlOO a share, were sqbscribed by interested indivi

duals. This represented at all times a majority of.the stock issued, 

notwithstanding Virginia's initial 120 shares and Maryland's later sub-
7 scriptions bringing its total to 220 shares. 

An interesting side-light to the organization of the Potomac Com-

pa~ is the series of conferences held on the question of control of 

the water in the Potomac River and of navigation of its waterso The 

river definitely belonged to Maryland, a fact confirmed by an act of the 

Virginia Assembly in the late colonial period. Use of the water in it 

f'or purposes of' supplying canals where needed might infringe the Eng

lish common law riparian rights of propert7holders along the river. 

The levying of' tolls on river traffic, a right sought by the camp~ 

to recover the costs of its improvements, raised the question of con-

trol of navigation on interstate waterwaysq There was no provision in 

regard to this matter in the Articles of Conferation. Actually Mary

land and Virginia could and did settle the particular point in question 

by their joint action. The general issue involved, however, provided 

the point ofdeparture for which those who favored revision of' the Arti-

cles were looking. There were ~ who desired the establishment of a 
- -

stronger government in order to secure_greater stability tban that pro-

·-~--- · vided by thirteen relatively sovereign and independent States. Meet-
"' 

~ngs at MOunt Vernon and Annapolis mark a m?vement that culminated in 

a call f'or a general convention in Philadelphia in 1787 to consider 

amendment to the Articles of' Confederation. It was in this meeting 



that the present Federal Constitution was w.ritteno 
. -

The example of the Potomac Compal'l;y as a state-sponsored inter

nal improvement project seeking to develop a route for trade and migra

tion to the West was quickly followed in other areas. Southern Virgin

ia secured the incorporation of a company to improve the James River 

at the same time as the Potomac Company was chartered., Bal. timore _ evinc

ed renewed interest in the improvement of the turnpike to Frederick 

and Cumberland.. Pennsylvania developed a veritable rash of internal 

improvement projects in Governor Mifflin •s administrations (1?90-99) 

including the Schuylkill and Susquehanna lavigation Company, the Lan

caster Turnpike, and others. Subsequently Governor MCKean (1799-1808) 

attempted to revive interest in internal improvements in his state ... New 

York undertook both river and road improvement projects, including 

am?ng_ others ~he Weatern Inland Lock Navigation Company and the North

~~ Inland Lock Navigation Company.. Even New England caught the fever 

~~cal~_a~though it found itself at an almost insurmountable disadvantage 

in tQe competition for the western trade. In fact~ with the return of 

prosperity in the late eighties and the improvement of finances in the 

nineties there developed an internal imp~b~nt boomo
8 

Taus access 

to the Potomac Company works through the proposed parkway would provide 

B.l'l_ e~~ry into a part of' -our past widely shared by the Atlantic Coast 

Stateso 

Th~ ~ccession, in 1801, of a national administration pledged to 

a philosophy of' "the least government is the best government" with conse

quent emphasis on· econcmw in government, limitation of eentral authority, 
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and the rights of States, brought only a reluctant decline of this boom. 

The States, however, soon exhausted their early enthusiasm and resources, 
. . 

and without definite federal assistance the first wave of internal 1m-

provement projects fell short of full realization in most cases. In 
- -

this light Albert Gallatin's Report, in 1808, assumed a pivotal posi

tion in the history of transportation during the early national period. 

The report was an outgrowth of many years of discussion which preceded 

it,9 In it the Secretary of the Treasur.y proposed an integrated system 

of internal improvements, supported b7 the federal government9 in which 

all sections would share. The plan failed to win adoption, and with 

its failure the possibility of a continuation of the turnpike and river 

improvement boom collapsed. Sporadic successes were realized in se

curing Congressioml assistance for some tidewater canal construction9 

but the principal benefit realized was the construction of the National 

Road over the mountains (following Braddock's Road, in part) from the 

upper limit of the Potomac improvements at Cumberland to the Ohio 

River at Wheeling. 

The experiences of the Potomac Company closely reflect_ the 

gene~al course of the internal improvement program. In a sense it may 

be said to have led the way in this movement. When the federal govern-
- -

ment ~urned down the Gall~tin Report, it_retained one of the few phases 

that related to and benefited the Potomac route, i.e., the National 
- . 

Road. Yet~ the fail~e of the government to contribute financially to 

the Potomac River improvement depressed and ultimately doomed that un

dertaking, just as it did other projects, for the States supporting the 



Potomac Company had gone as far as they were willing to go at the timeo - . 

Reduced principally to the leva~ of a loc~ improvement with national 

potentialities, the Potomac Comp~ project remained nevertheless an 

important one. FUrther, its problems and fortunes renect, for the 

most part, the ssme type of experiences which other similar under

takings encountered. Thus the chronicle of the Potomac Company has 

an interest in this summar.y as an episode in the development of the 
- . 

Potomac route in its relation to Congressional concern over internal 

improvements and as a typical case study in early transportation his-

tory. 

From its many experiences it should be sufficient to consider 

only three aspects in this report: engineering, eonstruction9 and 

financial details. The first problem confronting the comp~ was the 

selection of a skilled engineer to superintend the construction and 

operation of the works. An appeal published in the Philadelphia and 
- - -

Baltimore newspapers failed to bring a satisfactory response and local 

talent of doubtful quality was tried. The first chief engineer was 

James Rumsey of Bath (Berkeley Springs), Virginia, an innkeeper and in

ventor of sorts who had fascinated Washington with an experimental 

"walking boat" in 1784 on ~be upper Potomac, near the canal right of 

way. Rumsey vas followed by a succession of a half dozen self-styled 
~· ~ . .. ' .~ 

I 

engineers • Fortunately George Gilpin, one of the directors~ had some 
10 ability as an engineer. __ 

The. work of the eomp~ actually fell into two categories : the 

clearing of boulders from the river bed and the cutting of canals 

-· 
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around the major falls. This was eventually carried out on both the 

Potomac and the Shenandoah, and work was undert~en .on other tribu-
11 . 

taries. By 1792 the three canals around the uppermost rapids in 

the Potomac, Houses', Payne's (Shenandoah), and Seneca Falls, had been 

completed.12 Of these the old 11 government eanal 11 at Harpers Ferry is 

still visible across the river from the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. At 

Little Falls and Great Falls, the only ones which required locks, the 

work was much more difficult. The canal and wooden locks around Lit

tle Falls were completed in a hasty and impermanent fashion in 1795.
13 

These were later replaced and the works almost completely obliterated 

by the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal. At Great Falls the engineers dis-

covered that the eastern end of the canal would have to be cut through 

solid rock. These works involved the company in serious financial dif

ficulties and were not completed until 1802.14 The deep narrow locks 

' and the eurious chute which was blasted from solid rock over one ~ 

dred feet thick are still discernible at Great Falls, one terminus of 

the proposed parkway, bearing witness to the magnitude of the task 
' . 

. undertaken and the perseverance of its promoters. The five falls in 

the Shenandoah near its junction with the Potomac at Harpers Ferry, 

which were_the_major obstacles to the navigation of the former, were 
. 15 

passed by canals and locks by 1808. The company's work was now re-

duced to clearing the river beds, The lack of sufficient water tqr 

navigation at all seasons in the Potomac was never satisfaetori~ over

come by the_Pot?mac Comp~. 

The principal construction problem confronting the Poto~Q Co~ 

pany was the shortage of suitable laborers in the predominantly 
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agricul tu:ral region of the Potomac Valley. Again advertisements in 

Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Alexandria newspapers :produced unsatis

factory results. Undertaking work on all five c~ls on the Potomac 
-- - -

only intensified the labor problem. In desperation the compaQY embark

ed on interesting but unsuccessful experiments with the use of inden-

tured servants from ships in Philadelphia and Baltimore, and with ne-
16 

gro slaves from the neighboring countryside. 

As the result of the unexpected construction problems financial 

difficulties beset the Potomac Company as early as 1797. Permission 

to collect tolls at Great Falls in return for transporting goods 

around the falls by wagon provided only temporary relief.17 By 1799, 

compa~ affairs seem to have come to a standstill, and the under

taking was on ·the verge of failure. At this point Maryland came to 

tbe .aid of the project with ·a substantial stock subscription.18 Arter 

the completion of the works at Great Falls the company fell into new 

financial troubles as income from tolls did not attain anticipated 

profitable levels. The directors were forced to seek loans from 

banks and private individuals to meet the expense of clearing the 

r~ver bed and replacing the crumbling l?cks at Little Fallso Maryland 

again extended assistance in the form of a loan in 1814.19 Finally the 

comp~ succ~bed to the lure of a vast and unsuccessful lottery pro-
20 . 

P?Sa~ authorized ?Y the Marylaad-1~gislat~•· By the .end of the War 

of 1812 the Potomac C~ was rapidly declining .. and soon became dor-

manto 

Despite the misfortunes of the Potomac improvement project the 
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valley continued to grow and prosper in the decades following the Re-

. volutionary War. Population in the more accessible counties of west

ern Maryland increased rapidly up to 1800. So "crowded" had the coun

try become in the opinion of some inhabitants that there are reports 

of the beginning of migration to Kentucky and the new West even before 

1800.. And we have the assurance of one writer tha.t by the turn 6f 

the century Hagerstown and Williamsport were thriving commercial and 

industrial towns with many saw, grist, and woolen mills in the neighbor

hood.21 The relatively rapid expansion of the seventeen-nineties was 

punctuated by a brief flurry of excitement in 1794, accompanying the 

militia muster under President Washington at old Fort Cumberland dur

ing the Whiskey Rebellion.22 

In the first decade of the nineteenth century the expansion of 

the upper valley slowed perceptibly, then resumed its rapid pace after 

1810. The demise of the Bank of the United States, in 1811, was the 

occasion for an increase in private banking locally as well as else

where in the nation. The first newspaper was established in Cumber

land in 1812 and a second followed in 1814. A renewal of migration is 

noticed after the War of 1812, with Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Mis-

souri being mentioned as the objectives of the westward treko In the 

years following the war there is also more frequent reference to mills~ 

foundries and other manufacturies along the upper Potomac.23 Neverthe-

less, agriculture remained the principal pursuit of the valley. 

The Potomac Company deliberately sought to encourage the agri-

cultural development of the valley, and in so far as its works were 
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effective, it did assist in the transportation of the farmers' produce 

to markets over a relatively improved and therefore cheaper waterway. 

Trade on the Potomac remained seasonal at best, however, dependent upon 

spri~g and fall freshets. For the most part it was one-way traffic, 

few b~atmen attempting the long and difficult trip upstream against 

the current~24 A contemporary source described traffic on the river 

in the following words: 

At this time a considerable amount of business was 
done on the Potomac River, in the way of transporting 
coal, flour, &c., by means of suitable boats.. Coal was 
loaded on flat boats at Cumberland, and whenever the 
stage of Yater would permit they were floated down to 
Georgetown. • •• When the trade was first established 
these flat boats were only capable of transporti~g 300 
bushels of coal, but as the river became kn~, and 
experience was gained, their size was gradually in
creased until they were given a capacity of 1,500 bush
els., 

"Keel" boats were also built, sharp at either end, 
with keel and stem posts. Their greatest length was 70 
feet, and their average width 10 feet, their freightage 
being from 100 to 125 barrels of flour. 

These boats were manned by a crew of four: steers
man, head oarsman and two side oarsmen. The boat was 
floated into the current, and when necessary was propel
led by the side oarsman, by means of long sweep oars, the 
steersman and head oarsman being required to ~de it 
through the difficult channel. The season for boating 
generally opened in February, and continued usuallY 
until the first of May. The boats occasionally ran 
during the fall freshets. The rotind trip (from Cumber
land· to Georgetown and return) occupied from twelve to 
eighteen days. The dawn trip occupied only t~res daya, 
bUt the return was both laborious and painful, as :1119~t 
of the distance the boat was propelled by means otipoles, 
which the man plaaed against their shoulders; and/ ,6n 
their arrival in Oumberland, frequently their shoUlders 
raw and sore. 

This enterprise was attended with ~ diftictllties 
and risks, and the wreck of a boat and the .·loss of its 
cargo was a common occurrenee. Tbe devidus channe1, hid
den rocks, and frequent islands were serieus o~staoleso 
One of the most disastrous places on the !iver was 

: '' 
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"Cumberland Falls," just where the dam nov is. Many 
boats were lost here, and several men drowned. The 
Potomac Company· had done something towards lessening 
the dangers by planting signal posts to mark-the 
channel and had also erected stone walls as courses, 
some of which may yet be seen a short distance below 
Cumberland. Most of the flat boats taken below, 
loaded with coal, were not returned, but were broken 
up, at Georgetown, and the Iumber sold. 

Abou.t 1.816 the Company reversed itself, perhaps under the inf1uence 

of the new feeling of nationalism or the need for money, and began 

to encourage the development of mills and factories in the valley by 

the judicious disposal of waterpower. Legal diffieulties, such as 

those encountered in the negotiations with John K. Smith for fac

tory sites at Little Falls, prevented full operation of the new 

policy.26 

As for the other objectives of the compruzy, the establishment 

of the Potomac route to the vest, the hoped-for connection with west

ern waters never materialized. And by 1800 the frontier in its ad-

Vance westward was beginning to move beyond the immediate horizons 

of the Potomac Valley. In addition the straitened financial condition 

of the company and the continuing problem of maintaining the im

proving navigation in the Potomac River forced a curtailment of both 

interest and activity on the part of the promoters of the enterprise 

until, in 1815, the work was restricted almost entirely to the lower 

valley east of Harpers Ferry • 

The 'War of 1812, which closes this partieular period in the his

tory of the valley, had less influence then the Revolution on the· 
. -

development o? tbe upper Potomac. There were no battles west or 

Washington and the brief occupationof ~e Chesapeake Bay and the 



National Capital in 1814 had no apparent effect on the life or econo~ 

of the valley beyond the excitement occasioned by President Madiaon's 

flight from Washington. Not even the records of trade through the 

Potomac Company works indicate any interruption or reduction of 

traffic on the river. ~ere were fewer demands for troops than in 

the Revolutionary War, although some militia from wester.n.Maryland 

did participate in the battle of Bladensburg, August 24, 1914, and 

in the fighting around Baltimore in September, +814. In addition 

there are suggestions of political division in western Maryland 

the support of the war similar to that leading to the revival of 

the Federalist party in New England during the confli~t.27 

War experiences provided valuable lessons to citizens of the 

valley and of the nation itself. The lack of adequate means of trans

portation between the Atlantic coast and the trans-Allegheny region 

and therefore the weakness of internal lines of -communication impres

sed itself upon the country and its leaders both as a military and 

an economic consideration. The absence of sufficient manufacturing 

and commercial facilities was also clearly demonstrated during the 

course of the conflict. The conclusion which these and other con

side~ations impressed upon the citizens was the precarious basis of 

~nd~pendenc~.· The period following the war saw the rise of the West 

as an economic factor in the nation, which was attractive to investors 

and _merchants in the East and which may partly expl~n the redis

covery_of th~ West by ~e East. Capitalists and merchants of the 

Potomac Valley were as keenly aware of this incentive as wet-e the 
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others and sought to reopen the Potomac route. The old Potomac Com

pany was obviously unable to perform a leading role in this new era 

but b,y 1822 efforts to replace the Potomac Company with newer enter

prises had not yet succeeded. 
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In many ways the United States may be said to have rediscover

ed itself in the period after 1815o Although political independence 

had been achieved by 178.3, freedom from a spiritual dependence upon 

Europe did not come until ma.n;r years later. This came more as the 

result of' a growing consciousness of' strength and destiny than as a 

consequence of' the War of' 1812 o But the latter conflict played an 

import~t role in demonstrating to England and to the European world 

that the United States had indeed embarked upon an independent exist-

ence. The experience also brought to the country itself' a more acute 

awareness of' its own needs. The war, then was a period of' f'orce4 

maturation for the United States and its citizens. 

In general, the United States turned to the fuller development 

of' its potentialities after 1Sl5o The experience of' the war had indi

cated the need for a degree of' industrUaization sufficient to insure 

~ source of' supplies in wartime independent of' foreign tradeo The pro

blem of' public financing in wartime was still. fresh in the minds of 

the nation's political leaders following the uncomfortable experiences 

of' the years since the demise of' 1811 of the original Bank of the 

Un~ted States. 1he difficulties of' communication in a country with

out adequate internal transportation f'acilitiesp with the ene~ 

fleet controlling the coastal water, provided perhaps the most wide

ly recognized lesson of the recent conf'licto Viewed in this light9 

• 

... 



the American System of Henry Clay was a summary of the principal les

sons of the War of 1812, as well as a throwback to the Hamiltonian 

system. The Tariff of 1916 and the chartering of the Second Bank of the 

United States in the same year realized two of the three major object-

; i ves of Clay's program to unite the sections behind a national program 

to benefit all. The third phase, federal aid for a systematic program 

of roads and canals, was held up pending the election of a more favor

able president than the reticent James Monroe. 

As has already been noted, a considerable migration to the lands 

west of the mountains occurred after 1815. In part this was the re

sult of a spontaneous movement within the country. It was swollen, 

however, by large numbers of. new arrivals from war-devastated Europe. 

The admission in rapid sequence of Indiana, Mississippi, Illinois, Ala

bama, and I-1issouri between 1816 and 1820 marks the westward course of 

the tide of humanity and gives some indication of the size of the move

ment. The coincidence of this westward migration and the new direc

tion of the government policy, exemplified by the American System, is 

not entirely an accident. The filling up of the West after the Wex of 

1812 made that region both a political force in Congress and an economi

cally attractive market for Eastern merchants. The support of these 

interests, especially in the Clay-Adams wing of the Jeffersonian party, 

should not be discounted. The r1se of the West placed particular em-

phasis on 'the need for an adequate system of internal transportation. 

That many were aware of this need is beyond question. The prin

cipal obstacle was the constitutional scruples of the President. Arter 

1815 advocates of internal improvements both within and outside of 
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Congress pressed upon first James Madison and later James Monroe the 
1 

need for -a -federally-sponsored systematic internal improvement program. 

Among the leading advocates in Congress were Representatives Charles F. 

M~rcer of Virginia and Andrew Stewart of Pennsylvania. The force of 

the nmilitary necessity" and "national interest" arguments of these 

men and the pressure of public opinion which was caught iQ the newly 

found enthusiasm of the times soon made an impression upon President 

Monroe. By 1S23 he had reconciled his understan4ing of the federal 

constithtion with a program in which the United States would assist 

the construction of these projects provided the operation of the works 

was turned over to the states or to private companies after completion. 

In line with this reasoning the President took a fairly strong stand 

in favor of national aid to internal improvement companies in his an

nual message to Congress in 1S23.2 

While friends of internal improvements were trying to secure 

the aid of the general governmentb others sought similar assistance 

on a state level without awaiting the outcome of the struggle in 

Washington. They met with varying success, especially in the three 

areas of most active competition for the western trade -= New York» 

Pennsylvania» and the Potomac Valley states. As the years passed 

without a favorable decision from the National capital to indicate 

the successful outcome of the struggle there, the campaign for 

state support became more important. New York held the advantage 

in the new race for primaoy, for it had been the earliest to commit 

itself heavily to the development of its route across the mountains. 

Nature also favored New York with a topographical advantage in the 

... 
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lowest overall rise and fall of land to be overcome. On Ju~ 4, 

1817, the Empire State undertook the construction of the Erie Canal 
3 

the envy of all others. Pennsylvania revived some old projects 

and chartered some new ones, all small, which would when completed 

provide an impressive transportation system in the eastern part 

of the state. In the following decade, the Keystone State decided 

it had in the inclined railway a solution to the topographical 

problem presented by the massive mountain barrier, and undertook 
' 4 

the famous Main Line of Public Works. 

In the Potomac Valley those interested in that historic route 

to the West encountered difficulties, peculiar to the local 

situation, which del~ed the re-entr.y of the Potomac route in 

the competition for the western trade. There were two attempts, 

in 1812 and 1816, to charter companies to construct canals along 
5 

the banks of the Potomac River. Both ultimately failed because 

of the resistance of the Potomac Company, which was seeking to protect 

its vested int-erest from the threat of the new undertakings~ and be-

cause of the inavility of the three governments concerned, Maryland, 
. ~ ~ - - - . 

Virginia., and the Congress· (for the District of Columbi-a)» to agree 
- . 

on·a·~pecific plan or a method of financing. 

The unique situation confronting proponents of an artificial 

waterway via the Potomac Valley was the position of the federal govern

~ent in the District of Columbia at the head of tidewater, the logical 

terminus for such an improvement. Any effective proposal would there-

fore . ..requir,e ·the .cooperation o..f the Congress. But it was difficult to 

secure the recognition of an acceptable distinction between aid to a 

particular project and the general problem of the constitutionality 
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ot any federal aid to internal improvements wi thih•' the States. The 

. argument that some projects were national in scope, however true it 

might be in this case, had more influence on a decision in the general 
6 

question. 

In 1816 a significant step was taken by Virginia which influenced 

the course of affairs in both the James River and the Potomac River 

Valleys. This was the passage of an act creating the rirg1n1s Board 

of Public Works and calling for the establishment of definite system 

of internal improvements.. In the process of bringing some order into 

the stat&1a exi~ting system of roads and improved waterways, the 

Board discovered. that· despite the expenditure of $729,000 the Poto

mac Company haq failed to fuJ..T:il'l. tlle requirement. oY n..s charger 

that it provide navigation for boats carrying fifty barrels of flour 

in the driest seasons. The Board sponsored, with the cooperation of 

Maryland-and the tardy and reluctapt consent of the Potomac Company» 

t.wo sur-veys of the valley in 1820 snd 1822. The report of the Mary

land and Virginia engineers recommended the--abandonment· of the· Poto

mac Company---works--and the· construction of -·an -ar.tifici-al-watt~~rway ( thir-
. . 

ty feet wi$ and three .f-eet d.EJep, costing $1, 574.000) to ·replace the 

system·· of improved river navigation. 7 
. . 

It is int-eresting to note the shift from improved river· naviga~ 

tion to the use of a canal recommended in this report as well as in the 

two proposals Qf 1812 and 1816. The change contemplated in the develop-

ment of the Po~omac route reflected a trend underway in the nation 

generally siqqe the first internal improvements boom of the last decade 
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of the preceding century. The Gallatin report of 1808 indicates one 

·stage in this trend and anticipates a continuation of it. Although 

Pennsylvania in chartering revivals of projects first suggested in the 

1790s clung momentarily to the old idea of simply improving upon natur

al or existing routes, the shift to artificial lines of communication 

was fairly generally adopted by 1815. Even the city of Baltimore be= 

came apprehensive over the ability of its turnpike to Cumberland to 

compete with the new artificial trade routes. 

The explanation behind the change lies partly in the growth of 

the country and partly in the technological d_evelopments.. In the 

:former case the trend was away from casual trade to regular and 

dependable transportation as the nation's econo~ became more complex~ 

especially with the rise of domestic industry and commerce. In the 

latter instance, the development of improved water cement, the 

kyanizing process for treating timbers used in water» the macadamiz

ing process of mixing crushed rock and an adhesive substance to provide 

an all-weather surface for roads 3 and the application of steampower 

and the products of the improvements in the machine industry to rail

roads and ships made possible a veritable revolution in both land 

and water transportation. 

In the United States this revolution was accompanied for the 

most part by a continuation of the shi:f't :from public highways to 

privately-controlled transportation routes., This was in contrast 

to both the European trend and the later American practice 9 but was 

similar to that Wbich occurred in England at that time. It was 
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probably the result of the wide-spread feeling~ from the common 

heritage, of a desire to limit the scope of activity of government 

to the least possible area consistent with security and welfareo 

The private control of these enterprises should not obscure the 

large financial contributions from public treasuries~ federal~ 

state, and local, which were necessary and which made possible 
. ' 

most of the undertakings. Throughout these general considera-

tiona it should be remembered that the experiences or the Potomac 

Company and the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Compa.r.IJT are typical of 
. ~ 

the history of transportation in the U~ted Stateso The preserva-

tion of the physical evidences of these projects and the access 

to them which a parkway would provide would be of historical 

value to the country as a wholeo 

Promoters of the Potomac route promptly turned to ways and 

means of putting the engineers' recommendations into effecto The 

Virginia Assembly passed an act incorpora~ing the Potomac Canal 

Company in Feburary.P 182.3.. Maryland3 however,p failed t.o confirm 

the act,p as required by its ter.ms 3 despite widespread support for 
• ~ • 4 

a 
the project.. Popular enthusiasm had been increasing since the 

~arliest ~roposal to replace the dormant Potomac Compacy. One 

observer in 1819 9
9 

The projected establishment of slack water navigation 
on the Potomac river between Tidewater and Cumberland, 
led to the most extravagant expectations of commercial 
progress in Cumberland, and owners of lots bordering 
on the river expected to realize fortunes in the sale 
of their propertyooo;t The failure of the project 

,rendered the speculation unprofitableo . 

The District cities were also active in the agitation for the 
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incorporation of the Potomac Canal Company. They deputed 

"agents to solicit and advance the plan with the two legis-
10 

latures ffia,ryland and Virginiy." In 1823 interest in 

the proposal revived following the defeat in the Maryland 

legislature. In August of that year, a meeting of the 

citizens of Loudon County., Virginia, Representative Mercer's 

home district, formally endorsed a call for an internal 

improvements convention, and many counties appointed dele-

gates to the meeting. 

Friends of the Potomac canal project assembled at 

Washington in November, 1823, to consider an even grander 

proposal for a canal all the way to the Ohio River at 

Pittsburgholl The success of the convention can best be 

indicated by the course of events in the years immediately 

following. Acting upon the recommendation of President Monroe 

in December, 1823, Congress provided $30,000 for a detailed 

survey of the entire route. In January, 1824, the Virginia 

Assembly passed an act incorporating the Chesapeake and Ohio 
. - -- . 

Canal Company, which was confirmed by the Maryland legislature 

in Januar,Y, 1825. The preliminary report of the United States .Board 

of Engineers in February, 1925, concurred in the opinion that the 

canal was practicable from an e~gineering standpoint (considering 

primarily location of the waterway and adequacy of water supply.) 

Shortly thereafter Congress added its consent to the Virginia·act 

in a bill approved by President Monroe, March 3, 1925. Thus came 
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into legal existence the company Whose property the federal government 
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acquired in 1938 upon 'Which the proposed parkway would be built. In 

February, 1826, Pennsylvania confi~ed the charter, with reservations 
12 concerning the part to be ~nstructed in that state. 

The. final report by the Board, of Engineers, in October, 1826, 

staggered proponents of the project with an estimate of app~oximate

ly $22,000,000 for a canal of the dimensions proposed by the United 
13 States, .!·~·, forty-eight feet wide and six feet deep. The Engine-

ers 1 estimate was tbe·oecaaion for the reassembling in Washington 

of the stunned supporters of the project, who had proposed a canal 

forty feet wide and four feet deep costing between four and five 

million dollars. · The purpose of this convention was to examine and 

criticize, if possible, the Engineers 1 estimate and to cause a new. 

survey to be made to ascertain the true cost of the work on the en-

larged dimensions. A comparison with actual expenditures on the 

Erie Canal revealed that the allowances for masonry, walling, exca•a-

tion and especially labor costs were ~ding~ generous. Another 

surve.y of the proposed route in 1827 by two entineers experienced 

in work on the Erie Canal, James Geddes and Nathan Roberts»resulted 

14 in an estimate of $4,500,000 for a canal as far'as,Cumberland. 

Encouraged by these developments, the promoters opened sub

'criptioh books in October, 1827.15 Congress authorized a federal 

subscription of $1,000,000 to the stock of the canal comp&ny'.l6 Con

gress further permitted the three cities of the District of Columbia 

to increase their indebtedness in order to subscribe $1,500,ooo.17 

Maryland added $500,000 to the growing number of pledges, and pri= 

vate individuals, principally residents of the District cities, 
. 18 

contributed $607,400. In all $3,600,000 in pledges were received. 
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The Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company was formally organized in June, 

1828, with Representative Charles F. Mercer as its first President.19 

Construction got underway on July 4, 1828, with gala ground breaking 

ceremonies above Little Falls in which the President of the United 

States, John Quincy Adams, at the head of an assemblage of foreign, 

national and local dignitaries, wielded the spadeo20 The Potomac 

Company formally conveyed its rights in the Potomac Valley to the 
21 

new enterprise in August, 1828. 

Enthusiasm for the project was general throughout the valley. 

The news of the Congressional subscription authorization elicited 

the wildest outburst. The Mayor of Washington hoisted a flag atop 

City Hall, and cannon saluted the event in Washington and George-

town. There was a great illumination at Cumberland and a festive 

banquet at which U. So Representative Andrew Stewart, one of the 

original proponents of the project, was the guest of honoro Lees-

burg, the home of Charles F. Mercer and the seat of Loudon County, 

Virginia, gave its most famous citizen a banquet. Old Town, Mary

land, and Martinsburg, Virginia, were also reported to be highly 
22 

pleased. 

In the meantime, the leading citizens of Baltimore --- mer-

chants, law,yers, and civic leaders --- were busy with their own plans. 

At the time that the Potomac Company was chartered city leaders had 

opposed State support for the Potomac improvement, which would bene

fit its intrastate rival, Georgetown.
23 

The revival of the projec

ted improvement of the Potomac in the 1820s again aroused the Balti

more merchants. The delemma which faced the city, and to that extent 
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the:Sis.te, in the early years of the nineteenth centu.cy was the pro-

blem of establishing an effective route to the Weat thtQ~gh a region 

relatively lacking in water at a time of distinct competitive advant

age of water over land transportation (approximately eight to one in 
24 

1822). Lacking an immediate answer to the overall problem» Balti-

more interests resorted to obstruction tactics in the Maryland Assem-

bly and successfully prevented approval of the Potomac Canal Company 

charter. In 1824 and 1825 friends of the enlarged project for a 

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal exerted great pressure on the legislature 

and with the help of representatives from the counties of western 

Maryland secured approved of the Virginia law chartering the new enter-

prise. No longer~ it seemed, could the question of ways and means 

to divert trade from the Potomac route be avoidedo 

Maryland and Baltimore favored the construction of a Maryland 

canal from a point in the Potomac Valley to the monumental city, and 

insisted on adequate provision in the Chesapeake and Ohio charter 
26 

for such a waterwayo Surveyors of the land between Baltimore and 
\ 

the Potomac Valley reported that the only practicable route for the 

canal would be via the Anacostia River 9 to the east of Georgetown.o 27 
. - . " . - . - ~ . 

Baltimore officials called a meeting of citizens~ on February 

12 and 19~ 1827, to take some action in the crisis which9 they fear-

ed, threatened the commercial future if not the very existence ~f 

the city. Those present endorsed a project proposed by leading citi= 

zens, the construction of a rail road from Baltimore to the Ohioo To 

accomplish this novel and daring venture~ the assemblage approved the 

organization of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road Companyo 28 The 
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railroad as a means of long distance transportation was still in an 

experimental st~ge:in England and was almost unknown in America. Thus 

the project was distinctly a gamble, and the immensity of the risk 

was an indication of the desperation felt by Baltimore merchants. 29 

Nevertheless the promoters of the railroad petitioned the 

legislature to pass a law incorporating the necessary company to 

carry out the project. The Assembly promptly responded, February 

28, 1827, and the company came into legal existence. Books were im-

mediately opened to receive subscriptions for its authorized capital 

of $1,500,000. Stockholders quickly organized the company,. April 23, 

1827, and the directors rushed plans for commencing construction. On 

July 4, 1828, the same day that work on the Chesapeake and Ohio 

Canal was started, Charles Carroll of Carrollton, the only surviving 

signer of the Declaration of Independence, laid the cornerstone(!) 

of the Baltimore ~d Ohio Railroad.30 

Thus the Potomac Valley, which, keeping pace with the nation~ 

continued to grow and which was becoming more diversified in the years 

following the War of 1812, was promised two internal improvements in 

the near future, with which to ov~rtak~ the Erie Canal (completed in 

1825) and the Pennsylvania Main Line of Public Works (begun in 1826), 

It would receive the benefits of better facilities for both water and 

land travel and would, in fact, become the site of a test between 

these two competing means of transportation. On the outcome of this 

trial would depend to a considerable extent the future course of the 

competitors in America and, in part, the role of the Potomac Valley 

in the following decades. Contrary to expectations, the rivalry of 



. 
these two wrlee proved to be a decisive disadvantage, for the long 

and bitter struggle between the two retarden and hurt the develop-

ment of the valley, enabling other areas to gain aq advantage which 

was never overcome. The victory of the canal over the railroad'in 

the struggle for the right of way on the Maryland bank of the river 

largely committed that area to a dependenc~ on the canal for the 

next fifty years. In so tar as canals we~ unable ~o compete effect-
I 

·t.vely with railroads the economic developthent of tbe Potomac Valley 

s·uffared as a consequence. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Era of Construction 
(1820 - 1850) 
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The two decades following the inauguration of the construction 

of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal and the Baltimore and Ohio Rai~road 

were momentous ones in the history of the Potomac Valley. To the 

rival transportation agencies involved it was a time of decision: 

which could outstrip the other, secure a competitive advantage, and 

become established. To the valley, its inhabitants, and their hopes, 

the progress of the two works chronicled the course of the latest ef-

forts to reestablish the primacy of the Potomac route to the West. 

To the nation, the challenge to the New York and Pennsylvania lead-

ers in the race for the Western trade could possibly have far reach-

ing significance. Unfortunately, both public works were more eon-

eerned with the defeat of the competitor than with the vast poten-
--

tialities, which they themselves envisioned, for the Potomac route. 

The story of the construction of these works, particularly of 

the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, is of more than historical interest 

in these pages. The answer to many pertinent questions concerning 

the present parkway project can be found in the records of these en-

terprises. A brief notice of the principal experiences of the canal 

company especially seems warranted. The location and acquisition 

of the right of way, now in the possession of the federal government, 

explains the present route for the proposed roadway. The historical 

episodes connected with the construction and operation of the canal 

in part justify the planning of a highway providing access to this 
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relatively undisturbed segment of our past. The relation of the 

canal to state and national developments gives the route a particu-

lar significance. And the role of the waterway and the railway in 

the growth of the valley deserves attention as background information 

for the current proposal. Finally the story of the decline of the 

canal mule as an effective competitor for the iron horse provides 

the transition from the past to the actual situation which exists 

today. 

Both canal and railroad companies found themselves principally 

occupied at first with the location of their works and the organiza-

tion of. construction. After carefully considering land acquisition, 

engineering and construction factors, the canal company decided to 
. 1 

loc~te its ~aterway along the north bank of the Potomac in Maryland. 

The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company had been organized in such a 

hurry that the final decision concerning the route to be followed did 

not become apparent until after the enterprise got under way. Then 

the rail-road company adopted a line from Baltimore through Frederick 

to -the Point of Rock-s in the Potomac Valley. 2 Confident in the aecur-
- . . 

1-ty of the prior right of location in the Potomac Valley, inherited 

from the Potomac Company, the canal directors proceded in a more 

leisurely fashion to secure the necessary land titles. The railroad» 

moving more aggressively, had, in the meantime, sent its agents far 

up the valley securing land rights from the inhabitants at many 

points, and particularly at the narrow gorge above the Point of Roc~s.3 

The property needs of the two enterprises were in conflict _at 

many places in the valley. Realizing the threat to its proposed water= 

way, the Chesapeake and Ohio sought and obtained in the court of 

., 
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Washington County in 1828 an injunction against the activities of the 

Baltimore and Ohio in the valleyo4 The latter retaliated in the same 

with a series of three injunctions 1n the Court of Chancery at Anna

polis restraining the construction of· the waterway above Point of 
5 Rockso For approximately four years thereafter the interests of 

the area which both enterprises were designed to promote were sub-

ordinated and all but lost in the bitter struggle over legal rights 

between the companies. In the meantime the construction of both 

works was so limited that rieither was of material value to the 

greater part of the valley. After a long delay during which the 

railroad advanced across the St:ate to the Potomac while the canal's 
' 

westward progress was halted at S~neca, the Chancery Court finally 

concluded its investigations of the legal issues involved and reach-

ed a decisiono It made permanent the injunctions against the canal 
6 

companyo The latter immediately appealed the decision to the Mary-

land Court of Appeals, seeking a prompt reversal o After denying a 

motion on behalf of the railroad company for a further delay the 

superior court ruled in favor of the q anal company in January, 1832.7 

Both improvement projects encountered three other major obstacles 

which served to frustrate their ~opes for rapid completion and success

ful competition with the New York ~nd Penusylvania transportation 
• I 

systemso· Each experienced engin~e~ing difficulties in the planning 
I 
I 

and construction of its respective works. The recruiting of an ade-

quate labor force, especially in· competition with each other, was a 

constant problem to 'both railroad and eanal companies. Recurrent 
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illness and epidemics in the valley during construction seriously 

aggravated this difficulty. Finally the combined efforts of legalp 

engineering, and labor difficulties, and the consequent delays, re

sulted in a continuing increase in costs for both works.. This .trend 

brought on recurrent financial crises which beset the construction 

of the canal and railroad. The solution of these crises brought the 

State of Maryl~d into a dominant position in the affairs of the im-

provement projectso Thus the way was opened for the pressures of local 

politics to play a role in the opening of ~'Fotomac route to the 

West. 

Both companies had grand designs for their respective improve

ments~ Both thought of their works as having permanent significance 

both locally and .nationally. Each therefore set out with the idea. 

of massive undertakings to last for centuries and sufficient to anti

cipate fu~e needs. To the railroad, which was at best a novelty in 

the United States on the seale planned for the Baltimore and Ohio9 a 

thirty foot road bed providing room for two tracks and anticipated 

passing traeks as well, was indispensable. The canal project grew 

from the thirty feet wide and three feet deep dimensions recommended 
\ 
I 

by the Virginia Board of Public Work~ in 1822 to forty feet wide and 
; 

four feet deep •dopted by the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Convention 
! 

in 1823, to forty-eight feet wide ~ f1ve feat deep proposed by the 

United States Board of Engineers, to \siXty feet wide and si:x: feet 

deep authorized by the Board ··or Direbtors of the canal company -

all before a spade of dirt had been turnJd!8 
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To supervise the construction of these model improvements, both 

railroad and canal companies sought the best engineers available. For 

the Baltimore and Ohio this was rather difficult because of the novel

ty of railroads as a means of transportation in America.9 The Chesa

peake and Ohio, on the other hand, secured the services of engineers 

experienced in the construction of northern canals.10 ~~Renter

prises sought additional help from European publications and experi

ence. And both found it necessary to rely in part upon local and in

experienced apprentices.11 

The experiences of the canal company in the construction of its 

work are of interest as representative of the vicissitudes of other 

internal improvement projects and as background for the proposed park-

way. There was too often widespread confusion in the direction of the 

work resulting in large part from continual interference. from above 

and inexperience on the lower levels •12 Lumber, builttlng rock, and 

lime for cement were scarce in some sections of the valley and often 

quite expensive.13 Excavation frequently revealed unexpected hard

pan, slate, or gravel which made the work more difficult and costly.14 

There were many difficulties encountered in the securing of land titles 

for the right of way. Land costs were frequently above estimates and 

at times were excessively high.15 

A second problem which required a solution before rapid progress 

could be made in construction was the maintenance of an adequate labor-

ing force. In a predominantly agricultural area, such as the Potomac 

Valley, the potential supply of workers was normally limited. Yet it 
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was difficult to attract men from other areas because of the unhealthy 

reputation of the region, and the demand for construction crews else

where. The consequence of this scarcity was that labor costs were 

unexpectedly high and the average ability or the workers apparently 

rather low. Added to these considerations was the competition be-

tween railroad and canal, with local farmers at harvest time~ and 

amo:ng the contractors themselves as the result of undertaking so much 
. 16 construct1on at one time. 

MOunting wages proved inadequate to overcome the scarcity of 

workers in the valley. In desperation the companies turned to other 

devices to relieve the shortage. The Chesapeake and Ohio adopted the 

colonial practice of using indentured servants. Contract laborers 9 

primarily Irish, were ,imported from the British Isles, in 1829 and 

1830, and assigned to various contractors on the line of the canalo17 

The experiment met with varying success, and attempts to enforce the 

terms of the contracts were generally unsuccessful in the hostile 
• 18 

atmosphere of the Jacksonian era and the city of Ba1timoreo Statis-

tics of employment on the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal indicate a substan

tial increase late in 1829, but even these figures fail to prove the 

success of the experiment 9 for there was a suspension of work on the 

Pennsylvania Main Line of Public Works which might have caused a 

migration to the Potomac Valley.. The canal directors apparently be

lieved the results were not commensurate with the effort, for after 

considering briefly the use of slaves they dropped all measures to 

secure workers for their contractors.19 

·•· 



The ·presence of a large body of laborers in the Potomac Val

ley brought up other matters to occupy the atten\io:n of the rail

road and canal directors.. Perhaps these can be-st be considered as 

phases of the age-old problem of morale, including such diverse con

siderations as commnnications, vacations, and home life. 20 The 

principal problem was that of diversion or recreation. In the 

absence of other sources of amusement drinking became almost the 

sole outlet for the workers. In order to reduce delays in construe-

tion the directors sought unsuccessfttlly to enforce ·a sort of prohibi

tion in the area near the sites of construction.21 

Related to the question of maintaining construction crews in 

the Potomac Valley was the reputation of the area as an unhealthy 

region. There was a continuing problem of protecting the health of 

the work gangs. Repeated reference is made to the "sickly season" 

in the Potomac Valley, generally coming in late August and Septem

ber at the time or the change of seasons, and to its effect on the 

scarcity and wages of labor. 22 In 1832 a cholera epidemic of major 

proportions seriou~~ aggravated the health problem for the internal 

improvement projects. Despite all efforts to cope with the crisis 

and allay fears, workers fled from the affected areas and work 

halted.23 A recurrence or the 'Outbreak of 1833 on a minor level 
24 . 

Pfought a renewal of the panic. As late as 1848 and 1849 the 

"sickly season" in the valley continued to influence the wo~k on 

the canai. 25 

In the middle thirties the construction of the public works 

in the Potomac Valley was marked by a series of labor disturbances 
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accompanied by violence at times.. At first the troubles were large

ly restricted to fights between Irish factions among the canal work-

ers during the idle winter season. These groups, the Corkonians 

and the Longfords, clashed near Williamsport in January, 1834,26 

and again in the first two months of 1835,27 and near Glear Spring 
28 in Januar.r, 1836. In the latter year violence occurred for the 

first time during the working months. The cause of these later dis

turbanees seems to have been largely economic. Competition for the 

available jobs and for higher wages found expression in the driving 

off of rivals and the creation of a scarcity of· labor .. Again the 

Irish appear to have taken the aggressive, in April, 1836. In May 

and June, 1837, the'Paw Paw Tunnel was the site of new disturbances 9 

which were repeated in February, 1838. On January 1, 1838, Old Town 

was the scene of violence. 29 In May, 1837, the workers threatened to 

undo their own work unless they received ovelriiue back pay, and the 

citizens of Washington County openly sympathized with themo
30 

In July 

and August the canal company went over the heads of contractors and 

adopted strong measures to end the disturbances, dismissing over one 

hundred men and instituting legal proseeutions.31 A renewal of violence 

at Little Orleans in August and September, 1839, and again in November 

of the same year brought similar harsh treatment, including the burn

ing of shantieso
32 

The labor troubles did not end until the depres

sion beginning in 1839 weakened the workers' ability to resist and 

eventually brought construction itself to an end. 

The consequences of the legal controversy, the engineering dif

ficulties, and the labor problems were delay and additional expenses 

.. . 
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for both works. The delay itself contributed to the higher cost of 

construction because of the general inflationary trend in the country, 

especially in the thirties when most of the work was undertaken. Costs 

mounted from the very beginning and contiiitled to soar throughout the 

construction period. Estimates proved to be too low in almost eve~ 

detailo33 Land costs, excavation, banking, and masonry expenses, 

prices of materials (such as provisions, lime, lumber, and build-

ing rock) and higher wages all increased costs above engineers' esti-

mates, which were themselves often in error because of inadequate in-

formation or experience. 

The construction c£ the eana1 was thus marked by a series of up-

ward revisions in engineers' estimates and contracts. There were 

many such changes in the first years including one general increase 

of 25 per cen~ in 1829.34 In 1834 an engin~er had estimated the cost 

of the twenty-seven miles of canal from Dam No. 5 to Cacapon at 

$663,676. Upon the basis of the cost of work actually done another 

engineer raised this &B~te to $1,022,534 in 1835. A second revis

ion, in ~-qne, 1836, brought the figure to $2,427,497, almost four 

times the original estimate.35 As the work moved up the valley to

ward Cumberland the ruggedness of the country and the scarcity of good 

building stone again made themselves felt.36 Land costs continued 

very high, ranging at times from two and a half to twenty-five times 

the estimated figures, as the local juries exacted tul1 satisfaction 

for their neighbors. At one time the company considered shifting the 

waterway to the south bank of the Potomac to escape the excessive land 

damages.37 Wages reached $1.20 a day (compared to $10 a month in 1828).38 
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As a result of these circ~tances, the insistence on perfection, and 

the decision to resort to a tunnel at the Paw Paw bends of the Poto-
. ' 

mac River, further revisions were made in contractors t prices. The 
- . 

new series of raises inc~uded additional assistance o~ the-~enty

seven miles below the Cacapon, an4 a flat thirty per cent increase in 

estimates for the work above that stream, plus individual raises all 
39 . 

along the .line. 

The constantly rising cost of construction forced the internal-
40 

improvement companies into repeated financial crises. Both railroad 

and canal began work without sufficient funds to complete their tasks 

even. at ~he lowest reputable estimates. The Chesapeake and Ohio fail

ed to receive anticipated aid from Virginia, and the District cities 

soon found themselves unable to meet the calls for payment of their 

large subscriptions. As a result, the canal company was in financial 
41 

straits a~ early as 1832, and all work soon stopped. 

Obviously lacking adequate resources to complete the projected 

conne.ction of Eastern and Western waters, both railroad and canal com

panies turned again to their creators for help. Congress, under the 
' . 42 

influence of the Jackson~an philosophy, refused further aid. Pennsy-

lvani~, b,- this time deeply interested and financially involved in 

~ts own line ~f public works, also turned a deaf ear to the Chesa

peak:' and Ohio t s ple~s. After a long delay, Virginia made its first 

subscription to the canal company, but ~imited the sum_of $250,000 
. ~ - . . 

and attached some strings to that. The future of both works there-

fore rested with the State of Maryland. The latter demanded, as the 

price or its support, the joint construction of canal and railroad 
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in the Potomac Valley at least to Harpers Ferry.44 Seeuring this the 

State extended repeated aid to both enterprises, in th~ progress of 

which it was directly concerned, eventuall.y virtually underwriting 

the construction of the canal to Cumberland. The continuing support 

of the Chesapeake and Ohio by Maryland resulted in the acquisition of 

a controlling share of the e anal stock permitting the State to con= 

trol the company policies and affairs. 

In the financial s:f;lrai ts of the early thirties, Maryland sub

scribed $125,000 in 1834 and loaned another $2,000,000 in 1835o45 Bank 

loans in 1834 in anticipation r:t the second Maryland grant and the .first 

instance of canal scrip issue in 1835 helped to bring the comp~ out 

of this crisiso46 In 1836, Maryland attempted to put all internal ~ 

provement companies in the State on a fi~ footing ~hrough an appropria

tion of $8,000,000 of which the Baltimore and Ohio and Chesapeake and 

Ohio each received $3,000,000.47 Due to the tightness of the inter

national mona.y market in 1837 and the years immediately following9 

the companies were unable to dispose of the State bonds (the form 

Maryland aid invariably took) at the premium required by the la.wso or 

48 • even at par., Thus the large subscript~on was not fully effee:tive 

and did not prevent the rise of a new crisis in railroad an.d canal 1 

finaneeso The Baltimore and Ohio being in a slightly stronger post-

, tion financially and having the advantage of f'cl.l use of its line as 

far as completed was not as seriously' affected as the canal compar.ay o 49 

The latter hypothecated the bonds at levels well below par 9 in return 

for bank loans, incurring the wrath of State leaders for so doingo50 

Eoth railroad and canal resorted to the issuance of paper money to 
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relieve the currency famine in the valley in the late thirties. 5l 

The efforts to continue construction of the canal by these means fail

ed, however, and the whole structure crumbled in 1841 and 1842. Work 

again came to a. halt on the canal in 1842, the year in which the 

Baltimore and Ohio reached Cumberland.52 

The financial condition of the Chesapeake and Ohio in 1842 was 

deplorable. An estimate in that year fixed $1,545,000 as the sum re

quired to finish the canal to Cumberland; yet the directors publicly 

acknowledged debts of $1,196,400 above all mea.ns.53 Further pro

gress vas impossible without additional help, but in the straitened 

financial circumstances of the State further aid from that source was 

unlikelyo State leaders were hostile towards the canal company for 

its disposal of the bonds authorized by the Act of 1836, and with 

the completion of the railroad to Cumberland many legislators saw 

11 ttle need to extend the canal. Thus several years passed before 

the means were provided to resume work on the wa. terway o In the me~

time the railroad, being in a stronger position, was able to continue 

the construction of its line toward the Ohio River. In 1845, the 

legislature finally passed an act authoriming the issuance of 

$1,700,000 in canal bonds to complete the unfinished portion. of the 

canal above the Cacapon River.54 After securing ~anties of trade, 

as required by the act, the company negotiated a new contract in 1847.55 

Despite a brief recurrence of engineering, labor Y health, and financial 

troubles, the canal was completed to Cumberland a.n4 opened ~ 1S5o.56 By 

that time all talk of an extension of the waterway to the Ohio River had 

diedo Instead the hoped-for connection was realized a few years later by 

the completion of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

Effects on the Valley 

The effect of these improvement projects on the everyday at

fairs and the historical development of the Potomac Valley is or 

greatest importance. It ean be traced both directly and indirectly. 

In many aspects the impact was immediate; in other instances it was 

somewhat slower. Some effects were transitory, others have had a 

more permanent influence on the life of the valley. For the pur-

poses of analysis in this summary, it seems best to describe the 
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development of the valley in its relation to the canal and the rail-
·•-. 

road under five general topies:l,~·the westward progress OT'lhe railway and 

HS tenmy; 2 0 the actual construction 0 f the works j J • the enlarge

ment of the projects~through the addition~ branches; 4. the opera

tion of the works in the early years; 5. the demonstrable effects 

on valley towns • 

Under the conditions described in the preceding ·saction9 the 

canal and the railroad were gradually extended up the Potomac Val

ley to Cumberland and beyopd~ Prior to 1832 both works were eon

fined to the area east of the C_atoc't:i.n Mountains by -the existence of 

injunctions prohibiting land acquisition above that point.1 By 18Jl, 

however, the waterway had been completed as tar west as Seneca 9 ap

proximately twenty-tvo miles above Washington.2 . The railroad reach

ed Frederick b;y December, 18Jl, and Poiut of Rocks by April, _18,32.3 

Thus at the time or the settlement of the legal controversy both pro

jects had about completed their works below Catoctinp a distanc~ ot 

• 



about torty-eig~t miles from the District of Columbia. After the canal 

company ~onfessed its inability to take advantage of its legal vie

tory in the right-of-way controversy the joint construction c£ the 

two transportation lines through the narrow passes of the river to 

the mouth of the Shenandoah River was undertaken, and Harpers Ferry 

was reached in 1834 .. 4 

Above the Ferry the two projects followed separate paths. The 

railroad abandoned the ~land side of the valley and pursued a more 

direct course through the rugged and sparse~-settled terrain o.f 

western Virginia, free of the competition with the canal for right 

of way, to a point just below Cumberland. Only for brief intervals 

did it return to the Potomac Valley prior to recrossing the river 

into Maryland.. The canal followed the winding river~ remair:dng en

tirely within the valley and on the Maryland side of the stream. It 

(and therefore the proposed parkway) thus follows a more picturesqueg 

but at the same time a more difficult and dangerous routeo Inasmuch 

as work on the amal above Hs.rpers Ferry was in progress even be.f'ore 

the completion of the joint construction above Catoctin~ the section 

west to Dam Noo 4, eighty-six miles from Washington~ was opened in 

the same year (1034).. E7 slack-water navigation in the pool formed 

by the Dam, Williamsport could be reached, a total distance ot tbout 

one hundred miles (the charter requirement within five years of the 

inauguration of construction) .from tidewater.. In 1839 the waterway 

had been completed as far as the mouth of the Cacapon River and by 

the time of the suspension d' vork in 1832 the canal was open as far 
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as Dam No. 6, a total distance of appro:rlma.tely one hundred thirty

five miles in all. In addition a considerable amount of excavation 

had been accomplished on the remaining fifty miles to Cumberland.5 

In the meantime, the Baltimore and Ohio had pushed its rail~ 

road rapidl~ westward, paying little or no heed to one of its origi

nal sponsors, the State of Maryland, or to the needs and wishes of 

the citizens of western Maryland. The route chosen by the Balt~re 

promoters of the railroad in their race for the Oamberland coal trade 

and the Ohio Valley did carry the tracks close to the Potomac·River 

on the Virginia side opposite Hancock, but this provided little eon-

solation to the inhabitants on the northern side of the river. Hagers-

town and Williamsport were completely ignored, although the former was 

eventually connected with the main line by a spur track. In this man

ner, the Baltimore and Ohio arrived at Cumberland in November, 1842, 

and contiwed .westward. The canal was formal.ly opened as fa:r as Cwn-

.: berland, after a delay to secure the necessary financial resources, 

in October, 1850. In less than three years from that date, however, 

the Baltimore and Ohio Qompleted the connection of its eastern and 

western sections at Cumberland and opened its railroad all the way to 

the Ohio River.6 

The Potomac Valley reflected the influence of the westward pro-

gress of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and the Chesapeake and Ohio 

Canal at almost every stage of construction. The small farmers and 

other property holders benefited in many w~s. Those fortunate 

enough to own land in the paths chosen by canal and railroad profited 

"' 
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immediately from the sale of their property to the internal improve

ment companies.7 The local citizens also benefited trom the increase 

in the value of the lands not required by the waterway and rqlway. 8 

This effect extended far beyond the immediate neighborhood of the 

new transportation facilities, and may have been the ~ost widely~hared 

benefit of their construction. The cause of the increase in land 

values was the advantages, which these commercial arteries brought, 

of cheap and easy access to the principal markets for their products 

and the major sources of their necessities. 

Another effect on the valley was the immigration of many persons 

seeking employment on the internal improvement projects. These people 

brought with them their families, their customs and their belief's -

sometimes quite alien to the valley. The Catholic Irish apparently 

were particularly disturbing to the Protestant German and Scotch Irish 

local communities, more so than the relatively fewer Dutch, German, 

and English immigrants.9 The presence of large numbers of persons 

in crowded and filthy temporary quarters also brought health problems 

to the valley. Minor epidemics among the Irish workers were probably 

not unusual, and there were two major scares in 18.32 and 18.3.3 over 

the spread of cholera from the workers to the local inhabitants. The 

panic is best indicated by excerpts from letters to the canal direct

ors in 18.32;.10 

If the Board but imagine the panic produced by a 
mans /_Sii} turning black and (lying in twenty four hours 
in the very room where his comrades are to sleep or to 
dine they will readily conceive the utility of separating 
the sick, dying and dead from the living • 

••• 



Before this letter-reaches Washingto~ the whole 
line of ~anal from the point of rocks to WmsPort LSi£7 
will be ··abandoned- by the Contractors and Laborers -
The Cholera has appeared amongst them, and has proved 
fatal in almost every case, There has been upwards of 
30 deaths ~early opposite to us since friday last, and 
the poor ~iles of Erin are flying in every direction 
• • • it is candidly my opinion, that by the last of this 
week you will not have a working man on the whole line • 

...... 
They havesince been suffering great mortality west 

of Harpers Ferry, & I fear the work is by this time sus
pended. The poor creatures, after seeing a few sudden 
& awful deaths amongst their friends, straggled off in 
all directions through the country; but for very many 
of them the panic came too late. They are dying in all 
parts of Washington County at the distance of 5 to 15 
miles from the river. I ~self saw numbers of them in 
carts & on foot making their way towards Pennsylvania • 

.... 
Humanity is outraged by some of the scenes presented; 

men deserted by their friends or comrades, have been left 
to die in the fields, the highways, or in the neighbor
ing barns & stables: in some instances, as I have been 
told; when the disease has atta~ked them; the invalid 
has been enticed from the shandee Lshanti:7 & left to die 
under the shade of some tree. 

Excited by the suffer:i.:ags of the miseragle victims 
of this diSease; the citizens of this place LSharpsbor~7 
have ministered to their wants, and sought to sooth -
their dying moments; but unfortunately for the cause of 
human"! ty, nearl:y every person who has been with the dead 
bodies or.has assisted in burying them have paid t~e 
forfeit with. tbeir lives: and now it is searsely Lsi£7 

/ possible to get the dead buried. 

In the summer of 1833, there was another outbreak of the sick

ness on a less serious seale. This time it struck first farther up 
I 
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the river, near Williamsport. Again the symptoms of~panic and threat-

e~ed dispersal of the workers appeared. The unrest spr~ad to the 

neighboring village of Hagerstown because so many of the Irish workers 
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were brought there for burial in the Catholic cemetery. A town meet-

ing was held at which civic leaders expressed fear for the health and 

trade of the community. The town, the company, and the local priest 

took steps to provide other cemeteries closer to the line. In this 

way the time lost from work during the solemnity and revelry of a 

funeral was reduced and the threat to the safety of the village re-

11 moved. 

In addition, the presence of so many rough and tumble, unas-

similated laborers in a limited area raised the question of the main-

tenance of order. Drunken brawls accompanying all night drinking 

bouts disturbed the valley.12 The clashes between the Irish factions 

in the winter months of 1833-34, 1835, and 1835-36 terrified citizens 

in the neighborhood of Williamsport and Clear Spring.13 The later, dis

putes between the workers and the canal company also brought the in

habitants of the area into the difficult positions of militia, arbiters, 
14 

and innocent victims. 

The inhabitants of the villey frequently were able to take an 

active part in the progress of the work. They found a ready market, 

relatively free of shipping costs and widespread competition, for 

their surplus food and drink. Lumber, the principal value of which 

previously had been as a local building product or fuel now found a 

more profitable use in construction. Rock, which like lumber had 

limited local use, now reeei ved a good price as ballast and building 

stone, or, in the case of limestone, as a valuable ingredient in 

water cement. 

The last important way in which the valley was influenced by 
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the construction of the r~lroad-and the canal was. in financial af-

fairs. Directly, the valley prospered from the existence of a siz

able payroll, most of which was spent in the immediate neighborhood. 

In fact, the optimism of business circles in the valley rose and fell 

with the employment and payroll of the internal improvement companies. 

The suspension of vark was invariably the cause of gloom and depres-

15 sion. In 1836, for example 

••• there seemed to be a prospect of the completion 
of the Canal, and in consequence thereof real estate 
advanced in price, the population increased, and ~ 
new buildings were erected. 

In January, 1836, it was announced that the appro
priation for the Canal had been exhausted, and work was 
stopped, whereupon a panic occurred, and town lots were 
offered at insignificant prices. 

The sufficiency or scarcity of money in the valley was also re-

lated in part to the level of activity on the transportation projects. 

During the progress of their works both railroad and canal companies 

resorted to the issuance of their own paper money at one time or 

another. The latter first used scrip in 1834 to enable work to con

tinue until the anticipated.. returns from the sale of Maryland bonds 
. 16 

could be realized. The first experience was uneventful,. for the pro-

ceeds of the bond sale were.more than sufficient to. redeem the notes. 

In fact, it was quite popular, for it meant the avoidance of another 

work stoppage. 

In the currency famine following the financial panic of 1837 

both railroad and canal had occasion to resume the issuance of paper 

money. The anticipation of the proceeds from the sale of additional 

Maryland bonds again provided the necessary excuse for the action. 
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And once more the decision was, at first, a popular one. However, 

£rom the limited issue of notes of small denominations ori!y (which 

filled a gap in the local monetary picture) the two companies pro-

ceeded to large-scale emissions of notes. As the months passed, the 

failure of expected sales of the State bonds to materialize forced 

the enterprises to this enlargement of what had been a temporary 

expedient. At the same time the unfavorable condition of the mar-

ket which was .indicated by the lack of sales made the security be

hind the notes the subject of doubt. Discounting of notes became 

frequent; even the Baltimore and Ohio's notes were so treated as 

late as 1842, on the eve of its compietion to Cumberland.17 

Indirectly, the valley was affected by the impact or the 

heavy cost or the railroad and canal projects on the finances and 

cr~dit of the State and of local banks. Taxes, property values, 

the condition of local currency, and the state of business health 

itself were all dependent in part on the State and upon the larger 

banks in Baltimore and the eastern part of the State. 

Actually, the canal was not "completen when it reached Cumber-

land, any more than the railroad had been. Unlike its rival, how-

ever, the Chesapeake and Ohio was .unable to extend its waterw~ over 

the mountains to the Ohio. Nevertheless much work had been done in 

surveying the route, securing land titles, and making detailed plans 

. ~N for the proposed middle and western sections of the canal. or did 

the project die immediately, for it was revived in the 1870's, short

ly after the turn of the century, and as recently as the preceding 
19 decade. 
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In addition to the ambitious mountain-climbing and tunnelling 

western section of the main line, the Chesapeake and Ohio project 

also. expanded to include several branches at its eastern end. Pro-

posals for feeder canals at several points on the upper Potomac 

failed of realization, as did the Maryland canal project. But the 

Washington canal, to the Eastern Branch, .and the Alexandria Canal, 

with its impressive aqueduct across the Potomac, were completed and 

put in operation· for many years.20 Similarly branch railroads were 

extended from the Baltimore and Ohio to Hagerstown, to Winchester 

and the valley of Virginia and later from Cumberland to the coal 

fields. The effect of these branches was to knit the valley more 

closely together and to expand the benefits of the main line works. 

The operation of this new transportation network completed the 

.revolution in the life of the valley begun by the Ohio and Potomac 

Companies and the National Pike and advanced during the period of the 

construction of the railroad and the canal. The essentially agri-

cultural pattern of life was modified to accommodate an expanded com

mercial, mining, and a limited industrial development. The construc

tion of a third trade channel, the Western Maryland Railway, in the 

latter part of the nineteenth century and the improvement of the east

a~ extension of the old Pike have strengthened rather than modified 

the influence of the Chesapeake and Ohio. and Baltimore and Ohio. 

The principal influence of the latter two transportation sy-

~tems, in their operation, was as a basis for all trade and communi

cation in the valley.. As has been noted, both canal and railroad 
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were the objects of several branches intended to act as feeders or 

distributors. In addition the local road networks in same areas were 
21 

keyed to the two main lines. There was a marked shift of trade 

from a north-south route following the natural paths provided b.1 the 

valleys to an east-west direction ba~ed upon the new internal improve-

menta. This was accompanied by a decline in the prominence or the 

numerous ferries across the Potomac. For a while both agencies were 

interested in local as well as through trade, but the railroad gradual-

ly concentrated on the latter. After the demise of the canal the small 

farmers and business men or the region were thrown entirely upon the 

highway system for the transportation or their products. 

The operation or railroad and canal brought a new type or in-

habitant to the valley, even as the period or construction had. The 

canallers -- lock-keepers, maintenance crews, and boatmen -- who 1ived 

by, .on, and sometimes in the canal were the most pronounced of the new 

type. Their life was a hard one, irregular and unpredictable, and 
I 

their habits fitted their way or living.22 Highly individ~alistic, 

yet definitely feeling themselves to be a group apart, the canallers 

usually shunned the towns, for it cost too much to ~ provisions and 

they felt out·or place. Even while wintering along the line they had 

their own settlements on the fringes or the.towns or often quite far 

from them. At all times they were the cause or uneasiness on almost 

every count among the farmers and towntolk. Yet the purchasing power 

they brought into the valley econo~ and the services they performed 

made them an indispensable part or its existence, however grudgingly 

this fact mightbe conceded. 
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To the basic agricultural existence of the Potomac Valley the 

waterway and railway offered, in the early days, the stimulus of a 

cheap and easier access to the markets of the District cities and 

Baltimore. An indication of the immediate impact on the agriculture 

of the valley is the simple notation that upon the completion of the 

canal as far as Seneca the shipping coats (to Washington) for a bar

rel of flour fell from one dollar to thirty to fifty cents, and event

ually to seven cents.23 The flour trade via the canal soared to 

151,966 barrels in 1842 and exceeded 200,000 barrels in each of six 

consecutive years beginning in 1848, until th,e railroad began virtual

ly to monopolize the trade. The shipment of wheat and corn also boom

ed. The former averaged over 300,000 bushels a year before the Civil 

War and increasing to between 400,000 and 700,000 bushels a year after 

the war. The corn trade, irregularly higher after the Civil War, 

24 averaged 150,000 to 200,000 bushels annually. 

In addition to the stimulus to agricultural produotion the canal 

and railroad promoted mining and manufacturing in an attempt to deve-
25 lop other sources of trade. The Chesapeake and Ohio dispensed 

water power to various mills and factories in the District of·Colum

bia and at other points in the valley. A Maryland restriction against 

the use of water power to grind flour in the valley (to protect Balti

more millers from competition) hindered full realization of the pro

gram to encourage industrial development, at least until the 1870's. 

The undependable source of power which surplus water from the canal 

· provided was another deterrent to widespread appreciable success. 

Georgetown and Weverton were the best examples of this policy in 
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operation, although Williamsport and, independently of the canal, Har-

pers Ferry also experienced some expansion of industrial activities. 

The Cumberland coal fields provided the greatest opportunity for the 

railroad and canal to promote the economic diversification of the val

ley. Both were acutely aware of the commercial promise of the mining 

areas and for over half a century vigorously exploited the tradeo Be-

tween 1842 the opening of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad in 1873, 

the peak or shipments from the Cumberland mines, the total c6ai'"trade 

26 over both routes rose from 1708 tons to 2,674,101 tons. Indeed it 

is not an exaggeration to state that the prosperity of these two trans-

portation agencies depended to a large extent upon the coal trade trom 

this region. 

The very existence of these works, especially of the canal, pro

vided many related activities which supported countless tami~ies on 

the valley. Shipbuilding and repair became quite a profitable oceu-

pation, more than once ~ousing the vrathfnl indignation of the canal 

directors. Shipping lines were also an important source of profit 
27 

·from the canal. Many others made a reasonable comfortable living 

from the operation of feed stores along the waterway, supplying the 

everfaithful canal mules. The railroad provided fewer opportunities 

for profitable sidelines, but warehous~ owners fared equally well 

from the trade and transfer business of both railway and waterway.28 

In fact the transfer business was unquestionably the principal re-· 

lated benefit from the existence of the transportation lines. 

Probably~ the only direct advantage to the citizens of the val

.ley £.rom. the co.nstrnction .a£ .:tK2,_improv:ement .proj.ects _in the . ..r.egion 



vas the limited competition which de~eloped. There. were three or 

four focal points of the rivalry·· which were of sufficient importance 

to merit notice. In the earliest days the struggle for the lion's 

share of the valley trade at Catoctin was noted. Even after the two 

works had extended themselves up the river, the spot remained an im-

portant transfer point and a place to which they competed for busi

ness. The rivalry over the Shenandoah wheat and flour trade at 

Harpers Ferry occupied a considerable period in the forties.29 Later 

on, in the seventies,~ canal directors made a determined effort 
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to wrench control of the nour trade of the upper Potomac Valley away 

from the railroad. Again there was a short rate war from which the 

local farmers profited.3° Beginning in the late forties and con

tinuing until the bankruptcy of the canal gave control of it to its 

rival, the two agencies competed briskly for the Cumberland coal 

trade.3l As a result of technical improvements and competition the 

railroad reduced the charges for transporting coal to the i¢ per 

ton per mile rate set b,y the canal; and for one brief period both 

dropped below that mark, although appareritly not profitably.32 

Perhaps the best way to demonstrate the impact of the rail

road and canal upon the Potomac Valley would be to exmnine the effect 

upon the towns of the area.33 As the two transportation agencies 

~oyed up the river an increasing number of villages experienced the 

impact they brought with them, In some cases the influence was large

ly transient, lasting only for a brief interval. Several towns ' , 

flourished to a greater or lesser extent as long as the canal was in 

!egular operation. At least one, Cumberland, took on apparently a 

permanent position of importance !d.n the life of the valley .. 

'" 
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Georgetown, alre&Qy a flourishing port, benefited from the 
.34 

flour and coal trade and from the water power supplied by the canal. 

On the other hand Great Falls failed to develop indnstrially or com

mercially, Seneca boomed briefly on the baSis of its timber re-

sources and famous quarries and the river traffic attracted to the 

cana1.35 Catoctin blossomed next under the joint impact of Balti-

more and Ohio and Chesapeake and Ohio, becoming an important exchange 

point for a short interva1.36 Above Catoctin, Weverton, and to a lea-

ser extent Brunswick and Kn0%ville, expanded commercially and indus-

trially on the basis of water power and transportation facilities of 
37 .. · 

the canal and railroad. Nearby Harpers Ferry, long an entrepot·~. for 
' l . •• . 

the trade of the Potomac and Shenandoah Valleys, gained additional pro

minence after 18.34. Above Harpers Ferry, Shepherdstown flourished 
. .38 

briefly as the site of lime mills supplying the canal contractors. 

Williamsport underwent an expansion of economic activity beginning 

in 18.35, simtlar to that experienced by Weverton, becoming eventually 
.39 the outstanding canal town along the route of the Chesapeake and Ohio. 

Hancock, on the other hand, failed to develop the anticipated exchange 

between the canal and the turnpike to the West. 

The town of Cumberland at the mouth of the Wills Greek is per

haps the greatest accomplishment of the Potomac Trade route. Founded 

by the Ohio Company in 1749, it served as a natural center.for the 

business and commerce of the upper valley and for the transmontane 

trade. Despite several reversals in fortunes, the Queen City of the 

Alleghenies served successively the Ohio and Potomac Companies, and 

then impatiently awaited the arrival of the Baltimore and Ohio 
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Railroad and the Chesapeake and Ohio Canalo40 

On . November 1, 1842, the railroad was finally completed and 
.•' 

opened as far as Cumberland. 

and the wonderfUl locomotive made its first appearance here. 
No other event has ever transpired in the history of the 
place which created so much pleasurable exeitemento Business 
was entirely suspended, and men, women and children gathered 
about the terminus of the road to witness the arrival of the 
trains. From the mountain tops, and valley, throughout the 
adjoining country, the people came in crowds, and the town 
was in a fever of excitement for many days. 

The opening of this road proved the inauguration of a 
new era in the history of the town. This was made the point 
of exchange for passengers and merchandize between the East 
and West. Hotels were erected for the t,c~ommodation of 
travelers, and large ware houses, along the railroad tracks, 
for the ftoring of goods which were to be transhipped from 
ears to wagons for the West, and from wagons to ears for the · 
East. The facilities thus furnished for rapid transportation 
induced many p~rsons to make the journey across ~be mountains, 
and the stage companies were compelled to build ~ew coaches 
and to erect large stables.. Every morning and evening upon 
the arrival of the ears long lines of stages drew up in front 
of the hotels o Inside they carried nine passengers, and out
side one on the seat with the driver. In the "boot" and on 
the roof was placed the baggage. When all were loaded, at a 
given signal, a dozen whips would crack, a dozen four-horse 
teams would take the road, and dash through the streets at a 
brisk trot, which would be kept up until Frostburg was reached, 
in less than two hours. Here horses were exchanged, and up 
the mountain grade they went, ••• 

In a little while after the completion of the railroad 
to Cumberland, the National Road became a thoroughfare such 
as the country has never before or since seen, for a like 
distance. On every mile of the road were to be seen stages, 
carriages, and heavy freight wagons, carrying tons of merchan
dize piled up under their canvas-covered bows, drawn by six 
powerful horses. In addition to these, great droves of cattle, 
hogs, sheep, &e., were daily on the road~ Taverns were to be 
fo1md every few miles, with 1joll:y landloQ.ds, who knew all the 
teamsters, drivers and guards. Those were "good old times," 
and the "pike boys-11 still Jiving look back to them with ma.ny 
a sigh of regret. U 

On October 10, 1850, the Chesapeake and Ohio. Canal was formally 

opened to through navigation to Washington, D. C. Again the ei ty 
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experienced greater prosperi~ based on the increased trade and trans

fer business developed by the canal and from the;related activities 

associated with the waterway. The boom pro•ed to be short~lived in 
I 

its extreme form, however, for on January 10, 1853, 

Tbe Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was opened for travel 
between Cumberland and Wheeling,... The effect was soon 
felt in Cumberland, as most of the stage lines were taken 
off, and the great business ~ transferring merchandise at 
this point largely dimished. . 

Thereafter the cit,y settled down to a robust prosperity based primar

ily on the coal trade. 137 the time the coal fields had been exhaust

ed and the canal had become a mignificent ruin, the town had deveJop-

ed an independent and permanent basis of~onomic prosperity. 

These contemporary descriptions are borne out by the available 

statistics on population and property values.43 The city of Cumber

land grew from 1,162 inhabitants in 1830 to 2,384 in 1840, 6,105 in 

1850, and 7,300 in 1860. Allegany and Washington Counties as a whole 

expanded, in part from the impetus provided by the expanded transpor

tation facilities and related activities available. The former rose 

from 25,268 in 1830 to 28,850 in 1840 and 30,848 in 1850. The latter 

boomed from 10~609 in 1830 to 15,690 in 1840, 22,769 in 1850, and 

28,348 in 1860o Estimates of property values available for Cumberland, 

in 1820 and 1860~ show an increase from $931,118 to $2,124,400. Popu

lation figures for the post-Civil War years indicate an acceleration 

of this rate of growth.. The population of Cumberland reached 8,056 in 

1870, while that of Allegany County jumped to 38,538 in 1870 and 

43,802 in 1880o In addition a new county (Garrett) created fram 
I 

Allegany between 1870 and 1880 had 12,11~.inhabitants in the latter 
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yea:r. Washington County also expanded, although it did not keep pace 

with its western neighbor. There were 34,712 persons residing in the 

county in 1870 and 38,561 in 1880. 

or the towns mentioned as receiving a definite stimulus from 

the operation of the canal or the railroad only one has apparently 

achieved a permanent status as a result~ these influences. Camber

land has survived and prospered as the second largest city in the 

State. Communities such as Weverton, Brunswick, and Williamsport 

which drew so heavilY from the canal for their support declined 

with the fortunes and, in the end, the existence of that waterw~7· 

Catoctin, Harpers Ferry, and Hancock, which were primarily exchange 

points in the valley trade, declined as through traffic replaced 

local bustness, or survived on a lower level of economic activity 

and importance. Ia. most recent years highwayS! and railroads have 

developed other centers of local distribution away from the river, 

replacing to a considerable extent the economic basis of the old 

towns. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

TheW~ Years 
(1850 - 1865) 

In many ways the Civil 'War years constitute a critical pal"iod 

in the history ot the Potomac Valley. This is especially true for 

108 

the competing transportation agencies in the region. As a r~sult of 

the war, the life of the valley vas profoundly affected: citizens 

were disturbed and e~dangered by the conflict, business was disrupted 
. . \ 

and property destroyed or damaged, normal pursuits were swept away or 

fundamentally altered. Worse yet for the f'uture of the valley, while 

violence and confusion permeated the Potomac #bute, historic competi

tors to the no~th of the battle zone flourished and expanded, and 

thus entrejehed themselves in a dominant position in the western 

trade. 

For the Cbesap~$ke and Ohio Canal, the war years bold a spec

ial significance. Com.bined with the failure of the waterway to com-

plate the contemplated connection of eastern ~d western waters, the 

wartime experiences· all but assured the eve~al collapse of the canal 

as a transportation agency. At the same time, the stirring histori• 

cal events which occurred in and near the Potomac Valley provide_one 

of the most persuasive arguments for the utilization of the canal 

route and property to provide an access to this interesting and 

popular phase of the nation's past. 

The pattern of canal fortunes had been set,-to a considerable 

extent, .in the brie£ period of opltation before the .war. In these 
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pre-war experiences can be seen most of the conditions which explain 

the inability of the waterw~ to survive in the competition for trade. 

These include: the use of the waterw~ as an object of political 

patronage to the detriment of the canal as a transportation agency; 

the discouraging failure to develop a large amount of through trade, 

independent of coal; the bitter rivalry with the Baltimore and Ohio 

~$ilroad for the little business the valley itself afforded; the re-

currenee of destructive floods; and the consequent precarious finan-

cial condition of the canal company. 

As early as 1833 political considerations had exerted an in

fluence in the direction of canal affairso In that year the company 

replaced its:first president, Representative Charles Fo Mercer, of 

Virginia, in an endeavor to gain much needed federal financial aid. 

The new president, John Eaton, was a friend of President Andrew 

Jackson and the husband of Peggy Eaton, the cause celebre of the cabi

net shake-up during the first Jackson administration.1 When it be

came apparent that Jacksonian hostility would not be overeome by 

Eaton's appointment, the company a~i~ shifted officers in 1834o This 

time, with an eye to possible assistance from the Old Line· State, the 

stockholders elected a Marylan4er, George Co Washingtono2 During the 

latter's five year tenure sub~t~tial Maryland aid gave that State a 

controlling interest in the campany and set the stage for the close 

association of company affairs and State politicso In 1839 a poli

tical revolution in the State was reflected in sweeping changes in 

company offiees.3 Another shift in party fortunes in 1841 restored 
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most of the former ineumbentso4 After a relatively stable period 

during the 'forties the spoils returned during the confusion of poli-

tics in the State during the 'fifties~ Large-scale turnovers of em-
5 

ployees occurred in 1852, 1855, 1856, 1858, 1860, and 1862o 

The second part of the pattern, the failure of the canal to 

develop any considerable through trade to supplement the business 

which the valley provided, is clearly demonstrated by the available 

statistics on canal trade, which indicate a dependence upon the 

local agricultural productso A corollary to this reliance upon 

local business is the heavy proportion or total commerce represent

ed by the coal trade. In fact, the latter soon became almost the 

sole profitable business for the waterway. In so far as it was un-

desirable for the canal to depend upon a single commodity, the de

cline of the Chesapeake and Ohio to the level of a coal canal, un

derway even before the Civil W.ar, boded ill for the fUtureo
6 

A third fact which was apparent even before the war was the 

bitter rivalry which existed with the Baltimore.and Ohio Railroad, 

particularly over the coal and flour trade.7 Both the railroad and 

the canal, a~ well. as the Potomac route itself, suffered as a result 

of this early and continuing competition. The experience of the Poto

~c Valley is in sharp contrast to the New York and Pennsylvania 

routes in this regard. In the latter instances canals were relative

ly free of the competition of railroads until firmly established (in 

New York) or superseded by railroads (in Pennsylvania). 

Floods in the 1850's added what was almost the final straw. 

In so doing they anticipated the decisive role they were to pl81 in 

• 



the 'se~nties and 'eighties. Freshets in 1S4J, 1S46, and 1S47g should 

have provi~ed ample warning of the vulnerability of the low-lying water

way on the bank of the Potomac, but the canal officials seemed unable 

to make adequate preparations for the increasingly higher crests that 

swept down the valley. EXtensive destruction, as well as interruption 

to trade, occurred in 1S52, 1855, and 1857, all but wrecking the com

pany financially. Canal records for the years following tell a story 

of heavy debts,9 non-payment of employees, omission of interest pay

ment on bonds, and issuance of toll certificates in anticipation of 

fUture revenue.10 It was in this weakened condition, physically, 

financially and spiritually that the Civil War era found the canal. 

The approach of war found the inhabitants of the valley agi

tated, confused, and divided in their sentiments. The citizens of 

western Maryland and Virginia, living in a border area between two 

regions with contrasting modes of life, were keenly aware of the im

pending national crisis both before and after the eleetion of 1860. 

The principal effect on the valley was the creation of wide differences 

of opinions on the many issues involved.. -rb.ese embraced all combina

tions of attitudes on such questions as: property rights and human 

rights in slavery; sectionalism and states rights; secession and the 

Union; war and peace. These differences of opinion found expression 

in many mass meetings at key towns in the area. Inasllltlch as western 

Maryland, West Virginia, and even the Shenandoah Valley were indif

ferent, if not hostile, to slavery these meetings reflected primarily 

Unionist sympathies. Unionist strength obviously outnumbered and 

lll 
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eventually overwhelmed secessionist feeling in western Marrland and 

West Virginia. Thus the area to which the proposed Potomac Parkway 

would provide access is especially significant historically as one 

of the regions in which the conflict of traditions in the Civil War 

vas most sharply present and clearly indicated. 

The principal impact of' the war itself was the derangement it 

caused, in all its aspects, to the life of the valley. The mili

tary campaigns, the presence of troops, the fluctuations o£ wartime 

demands, all exerted a particular influence on business -- both in 

the towns and on the farm. On an entirely different level, the con

flict had a direct personal impact on many families and individuals 

on both sides of the Potomac. or course, the valley, as the scene . 

of invasions, raids, skirmishes and battles, was immediately affec-

ted by the military phases of the conflict. 

Early in 1S61 there were many mass meetings in the Potomac Val

ley towns, sucb. as Cumbar.land, Bancoc'k, 1!agerstown, Frederick, Rock

ville, etc. A second flurry of' gatherings occurred after the attack 

on Fort Sumter.· In general the citizens avoided extremes .in expres

sion of their sentiments; there vera few Unconditional Unionists or 

immediate secessionists. After the commencement of hostilities, how

ever, the conflict of sympathies became more bitter as the sides were 
11 

drawn. The prese~ce of Federal troops gave the Unionists added 

weight and that group gradually emerged as the dominant force on the 

northern side of the river, and to a surprising extent on the south

ern side in the upper reaches of the valle,y. The.~ost vocal pro-
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Southern elements, ~.g., Colonel Bradley Johnson, of Frederick, fled 

to Virginia and joined the Confederacy. Others were arrested and de-

t.ained by federal troops, as in the case of the Maryland legislators 

meeting at Frederick. The more passive ones remained silent, until 

the Rebel invasions of Maryland evoked optimistic responses from them 

which brought quick retaliation following Confederate withdrawals. 

The outbreak of war had a most depressing effect upon the in-

terests of western Maryland and the city of Cumberland. 

Her great thoroughfare, the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, vas 
interrupted and her Canal closed. Trade from Virginia was 
withdrawn. Every industry was stopped o:r curtailed; stores 
were closed and merked "for rent;" real estate sank rapidly 
in value. Merchants vi thout customers slept at their coun
ters, or sat at the doors of their places of business. 
Tradesmen and laborers, out of employment, lounged idly about 
the streets. The railroad workshops were silent and opera
tions in the mining regions almost entirely ceased. Then 
commenced a deep, painful feeling of insecurity and an un
defined dread of the horrors of war. Panic makers multiplied 
and infested society, startling rumors were constantly float
ing about of secret plots and dark conspiracies~gainst the 
peace of the community and private individuals. 

Railroad and canal experiences reflected the depressed conditions in 

the valley during the early months of the War. Later a degree of 

prosperity, based on wartime demands, replaced the uncertainty, an

xiety, and gloom of 1861 and 1862.. The recovery of the coal indus

try, carrying with it the basis of railroad and canal prosperity, is 

the best example of the improvement of business in the Potomac reiion. 

Valley cities became oo~cation centers, supply depots, hospital 

bases, and administrative headquarters for troops stationed along 

the canal and the railroad from Catoctin west. 
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On the combat side, the valley was the scene of inmwnerable 

skirmishes especially in the early years of the war. Engagements 

are recorded in 1861 at or near Patterson's Creek, Shepherdstown, 

McCoy's Ferry, Lemon's Ferry, Harpers Ferry, Maryland Heights, Lou

don Heights, Martinsburg, Romney, Balls B1utf, Hancock, and at many 

points a~ong the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad and the Chesapeake and 

Ohio Cana1.
13 

These were repeated in early 1862 in the region from 

Romney to Harpers Ferry.14 Other skirmishes occurred in connection 

with the full scale military operations in the valley. In 1862, for 

example, Harpers Ferry was captured during the Antietam campaign.15 

Cumberland surrender$d (~long with Hagerstown and Frederick) in 186), 
. 16 

during the Gettysburg thrust. More skirmishes accompanied Early's 

raid in July 1864.17 
And in February, 1865, the Confederates cap

tured two Federal generals in a daring raid on Cumberland.JS 

At least five major campaigns touched, crossed, or entirely· 

concerned the Potomac Valley, and therefore are of interest in 

parkway considerations. General McClellan's West Virginia opera

tions in 1861 advanced along the Bal timor a and Ohio Railroad to 

Oumbarland.19 Jackson's valley campaign in the spring of 1862 swept 

the U:nion troops out of the Shenandoah Valley, culminating in a 

feint at Harpers Ferry as a covering action tor the t~ansfer of 

the main body of his army to Richmond for participation in the 

Seven Days 1 Battles. 20Following the Union defeat at the Second Bat

tle of' Bull Run in AugtP!t, 1862, ··General Lee invaded Maryland and 

the Union in force for the first time, crossing the Potomac at 

several points east of the Blue Ridge MOuntains and occupying 
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Frederick and Hagerstown while Jackson captured Harpers Ferry. 21 He 

finally chose, as the place to accept battle with General NeClennan, 

a site between Antietam Creek and the canal and river. The Confeder-

ate retreat after this clash provided the opportunity for President 

Lincoln to issue the famous Emancipation Proclamation. On the se

cond invastion of the North, Lee crossed the Potomac west of the 

Blue Ridge near Shepherdstown.22 For several days he rested his 

troops in Maryland, during the retreat from Gettysburg while he 

waited for the rein-swollen river to fall. 23 He succeeded in ef-

fecting the crossing on the night before the Union forces were pre

pared to resume battle. Early's raid on Washington, in July 1S64, 

is the best illustration of the potential threat which the fotomac 

and Shenandoah Valleys represented to the ·union throughout the 

Civil War. 
24 

The Baltimore and Ohio and the Chesapeake and Ohio were direct-

ly or indirectly involved in every encounter. Confederate troops 

sought continually to halt traffic on both transportation lines. The 

first year of the conflict was the most successfUl as far as actual 

interruption to trade. There was no through traffic on the railroad 

from June 14, 1S61 to March 29ll 1S62, from May 25 to June 15, 1S62, 
25 and from September 5 to September 22, 1862. Canal trade fell to 

negligible proportions from May to September, 1861, and recovered 

only slightly before the end of navigation for the year. There were 

interruptions of varying duration in each of the war years.26 

Confederate raiders wrought whatever physical damage was re• 

quired to achieve their goal of disrupting transportation. The 



railroad was especially vulnerable, passing for many miles through 

northern Virginia between ttarpers Ferry and Cumberland. Br!dges 

were burned, tracks torn up and destroyed, rolling stock carried 

off or destroyed, shops and machinery wrecked. In all the Balti

more and Ohio claimed (and received from the United States govern

ment after the war) $;,ooo,ooo ~n damages.27 The destruction of 

the canal included banks cut, masonry (locks, culverts, aqueducts) 

undermined, boats burned, and mules and horses driven away. There 

were also several attempts to destroy the river'dams which supplied 

the waterway.28 

Both railroad and canal suffered from minor annoyances during 

the war. Both experienced some embarrassment from the suspicion of 

disloyalty among the employees.29 Each was somewhat pressed for 

workers by the effect of the draft, although in western Maryland 

there were usually enough volunteers for each call to avoid con-
30 scripting men. Military occupation brought m8nlf petty grievances 

to transportation officials.31 And the war brought no relief from 
' 32 

the ravages of floods in the Potomac Valley. 

Notwithstanding these tribulations both carriers performed 

valuable services for the federal government during the struggle. 

Together they provided a convenient and vital communication system 

betwee~ east and west, immediately behind the battle zones. Both 

lines "Performed yeoman services in the transportation of men, food, 

116 

and supplies for the Union.33 This was esp~eially true of the price

less coal which the government so jealously hoarded. The organizations 



which both companies represented were useful in many lesser ways in 

the conduct of official business in the upper Potomac Valley. This 

more pleasant side of the story mast not be overlooked in the ac

count of the vicissitudes of railroad and canal during the war. 

ll7 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Prosperity aad Decline 
(1865.- 1924) 

The valley and its rival transportation agencies emerged from 

the Civil War with an uncert.,.i,J:J. future. In the last years of the 
~ • ' < 

conflict a degree o:f commercial prosperity emerged, based largely 

upon the abnormal w.rtime demand- particularly :for coal. On the 

strength of this expanded trade both railroad and canal enjoyed a 

./· degree o:f :financial . pro:fi t lli therto unknown to ~ither. 1 On 'l;}le 

other hand, post-war economic readjustments, ~· g., the decline in 

coal prices and freight rates, had a sobering effect on both com

panies. And part of the ~pparent rise, in monetary :fortunes had been 

due to the postponement of mnch needed repairs and improvements. As 

a consequence of this neglect, both works were in a somew~t delapi

dated ·physical condition in 186'5. 2 This adversely affected the com-

petitive position of the two carriers, at a time in which the north

ern rivals were stronger than ever • .3 The Pennsylvania Railroad bad 

made great strides in both the coal and the general east-west trans-
. 4 

portation business, between 1861 and 1865. In New York; the Erie 

Canal prospered richly on the strength of its improved services.5 

The Eri:e Railroad had expanded into Ohio during the war, b1 means 
-· 

of the Atlantic and.Great Western Railroad, thus posing a major 

threat to the Baltimore and Ohio.6 Final~, the New York Central 

was in the pr~cess of formation as the result of Vanderbilt's con-

7 solidation of several short line railroads. The low grade route 
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of the New York Central gave it a considerable competitive advantage 

over all other railroads. 

It these developments were not enough to render uncertain the 

future of the Potomac route, the revival of political influence in-

volved seemed to invite disaster. The Baltimore and Ohio, under its 

famous president, John w. Garrett, sougltenergetically to free itself 

from political domination and to become instead an influence in 

politics. The Chesapeake and Ohio experienced several more shifts 

in personnel as the result of-~arty changes in Maryland, but it too 

achieved a degree of stability under its foremost executive, Arthur 

8 P. Gorman. 

After a momentary .set-back immediately following the war, the 

commercial prosperity of the two transportation agencies continued, 

rising to even higher levels. On the strength or this encouraging 

trend, the Baltimore and Ohio began to restore and expand its ra!l

road.9 The Chesapeake and Ohio, under Presidents William C. Clarke 

and A., P., Gorman, pushed the reconstruction of its waterway and be-

gan to consider ways of improving its competitive position. By 

1874 the canal had regained its origi~ dimensions, and plans were 

underway to improve its services b,y facilitating traffic at the Paw 

Paw tunnel, macadamizing the towpat~, and restoring full use or the 

eastern terminus in Georgetown.10 

Trade continued prosperous until the middle seventies. It is 

interesting to note, however, that the principal basis for the en

larged business of both railroad and waterway contim:l.ed to be the 
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Cumberland coal trade. As long as the latter commanded a large 

market among eastern shippers and industries all would be well.. Both 

lines attempted to expedite the trade - in competition with each 

other and in an effort to establish a strong position in the strug

gle with Pennsylvania interests. Attempts to exploit additional 

sources of trade in the Potomac region were unsuccessful. The area 

did not develop a large-scale industrial establishment, possibly be-

cause of the delays encountered throughout the nineteenth century, 

·which gave the Pemisylvania and NtW York regions a head starto 

Yet the impressive monetary profits of the canal, year after 

year, caused not a little concern. Proponents of water transpor-

tation revived the proposal to extend the Chesapeake and Ohio to 
12 

the Ohio and to ~Jllarge it. · The Baltimore and Ohio combatted this 

argument.as vigorously as possible. Arter several years of inves-

tigation the project lapsed, as the d~pression following the panic 

of 1873 affected canal fortunes. The improved financial condition 

of the waterw~ encouraged its directors to consider extending the 

canal to the Savage River in the heart of the Cumberland coal re

gion.13 In this manner they proposed to establish with their own 

resources a direct route to the coal fields. The depression ended 

all talk on this .project, also. 

In 1873! the nation experienced a sharp amd dramatic financial 

panic •. The panic gradually deepened into a long and severe depres

sion as business retrenched in the face of widespread uncertainty 

about the immediate future. The industrial depression i~ turn 

•· 
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communicated itself to the commercial world. The effects of the 

depressed state of business were soon felt in the Potomac Valley --

especially in the Cumberland coal trade. The railroad experienced 

the decline first, but by 18'76, it affected the Chesapeake and Ohio, 

thus marking the beginning of the end for that waterway as a compe

titor for the trade of the Potomac Valle.y.14 

As the depression deepened and persisted there was increased 

competition among carriers for the remaining business, necessitating 

reductions in rates and economies in operation. Reductions in char-

ges brought a decline in revenue which eliminated profits, caused a 

suspension of payments on back interest, and placed the ~ompanies 

in a precarious financial position. Economies in operation entail

ed either costly improvements, which declining revenues could not 

support to any considerable extent, or reductions in wages and per-

sonnel. Attempts to effect the latter brought on labor disputes and 

some violence, both of which hurt the limited business of the trans-

portation ageneies. 

Both the Baltimore and Ohio and the Chesapeake and Ohio en-

gaged in rate wars, with each other and with other coal carriers 

(especiall¥ the Pennsylvania Railroad), at intervals from 1876 to 

189o.15 Each sought to improve its services in order to better its 

competitive position. The canal conipany under A. P. Gorman, for 

example, attempted to eliminate the middle man by securing control 

of terminal facilities and boating lines, sought an' independent 

connection with the coal fields, encouraged the use of steamboats 



on the waterway, expedited shipping and transfer all along the 

line and especially in Georgetown (by means of an alternate set 

of outlet locks), and began to lengthen locks in order to in-
16 
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crease the tonnage capacity of boats navigating the canal. Fin-

ally, both the coal companies and the transportation agencies 

reduced expenses by discharging emplqyees and cutting vages.17 This 

action, resorted to at an e~rlier date by the mines and the rail

, road than by the, canal, led to labor disputes which caused sever

al interruptions to trade. Besides the famous railroad strike of 

1877, which affected the Baltimore and Ohio particularly, there 

were strikes on the Cumberland and Pennsylvania Railroad in 1874, 

among the boatmen on the Chesapeake and Obio in the same year, 

and again in 1877, in the coal fields in 1879, among the boatmen 

in 1880, and an especially long work stoppage b.r the miners in 

1882.18 

On November 24, 1877, in the midst of the depression, a de

vastating flood swept down the Potomac Valley destroying the pro

perty of farmers, merchants, railroad, and canal. The latter, in 
19 

fact, was almost a total wreck. In the straitened financial cir-

eums~ces of the company, the depressed state of business, and the 

tight condition of the money market, the flood of 1877 might well 

have been the .fin~l blow to the waterway, but for the energy and 

influence of its president, A. P. Gorman. 

President Gorman undertook the work of repair immediately. 

By April 15, 1878, the work was completed and the canal in operation 
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(only one month later than usual) but at a cost of almost a quar~ 

ter of a million dollars, four-fifths of which came from loans. 20 

To restore company finances, Mr. Gbrman appealed successfully to 

. . 21 the Maryland Leg~slature for ass~stance. The recourse to poli-

tical interyention was not new for the canal under President Gor-

man; the Legislature had intervened to improve the competitive posi-

tion of the canal during the rate wars in 1876, and it interposed 
22 

again in 1876. 

The waterway survived only seven years after Senator Gorman's 

~etirement from active supervision of company affairs in 1882. The 

story is the same: relative stagnation of business and trade; 

rate wars; reduced revenues; economies in opeP.at.ion; strikes;23 and 
,..-· ... ,,. 

in 1886, three disastrous floods in a little over a month.24 Pre-

dictions of impending failure became common and a struggle was al-

ready developing for the ownership of the bonds which would deter-

25 mine control in the event of bankruptcy. A1wa:ys in the background 

vas the figure of Senator Goi'Jilan~ retaining contact through the De

mocratic Party in Maryland with the company that prcvidad his spring-

board into a national political career. 

Between May 30 and June 1,1889, a titanic flood swept down the 

Potomac Valley wreaking 1rldespread havoc with its unprec~dented 

crest,, and leaving the canal a ruin. Preliminary reports estimated 

the· damage to the waterway at from $500~000 to $1,000 9000. During 

succeeding mon~hs the entire valley, and a good part of the popu

lation of Maryland, speculated over the future of the Chesapeake 
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and Ohio. An admission by the anal company that it was bankrupt 

a.np was unable to raise funds to repair the waterway merely end~ 
26 

one phase of speculation and ushered in another. 

The petition of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company, filed 

in December, 1889, in the Circuit Court of Washington County (Mary

land), for the appointment of receivers under the mortgage of 1844 

answered many questions.27 The railroad company possessed a major-

ity of both the bonds secured by the mortgage of 1844 on the revenues 

of the canal and those under the mortgage of 1878 on the property of 

the ea.n.al. Therefore, the fate of the Chesapeake and Ohio now rest

ed in the hands of its old rival. In January, 1890, the Baltimore 

and Ohio filed a petition for the sale of' the Chesapeake and Ohio 

under the mortgage of 1878, perhaps in order to forestall other bond-
28 . 

holders. The railroad directors apparently weighed the advantages 

and disadvantages of restoring and operating the canal under the mort

gage of 1844 and the risk of the sale of the waterway to a eoinpeti tor 

under the mortgage of 1878. They decided to press the Dec~mber peti

tion, and Judge AlvG,Y accepted their claim that the canal could be 

restored and operated profitably.29 

Under court supervision the receivers completed the repairs end 

reopened the canal by September, 1891. The total cost was $430,746.43. 

At no time after 1890 did the canal attract a large <r p."Ofitable amount 

or trade.30 Little or no effort was made to. compete seriously for the 

declining Cwnberland coal tra.de or the local business of the valley. 

The decline of the Chesapeake and Ohio, which had proceeded without 

break since 1875 continued unabated. Its existence was, therefore,: 
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largely an artificial one, for.the purposes of the railroad company. 

The only obstacle to the complete collapse of the canal enter-
. . 

prise was the interest and support of the receivers, the Baltimore 

and Ohio Railroad Comp~. And this interest was, as has been noted, 

largely negative: to prevent the ac~tion of the canal property 

and right-of-way by a competing railroad. This necessitated some 

involved negotiations, for the court order required the canal to 

show a profit sufficient to repay the receivership costs, repair 

bills, and other obligations.31 Since this was possible, if at all, 

only at the expense of competition with the Baltimore and Ohio for 

the available trade, the receivers decided to use an intermediary 

corporation to enable the canal to show a book profit without sacri

ficing rail tratfic or rates4 The Chesapeake and Ohio Transporta-

tion Company, controlled qy the Baltimore and Ohio, entered into a 

contract with the receivers, representing the same railroad company, 
32 

in 1S94- In return for the latter 1 s guarantee to keep the water-

way in a navigable condition, the transportation company agreed to 

provide whatever boats were necessary to carry the trade offered 

and to guarante~ the canal ccmpany an annual profit .of $100,000. 

The court ratified the contract over the protest of the State, and 

extended until 1901 the time limit before the order for the sale of 

the canal would become effective.33 With the annual "profits" the 

receivers proceeded to pay the costs of receivership, the loans for 

the restoration of the waterway, and the bonds of 1878, in the se-

quence established by the court. In 1901, the court again extended 
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the time limit four years, until December Jl, 1905.34 In 1905 . it 

approved a revised contract between the receivers and the transporta-

tion company by which the latter agreed merely to guarantee the canal 
.35 company against loss. Thereafter, the time was automatically ex-

tended each year upon evidence that the canal was not operating at 

a loss. 

To supply and operate the coats for the Transportation Company, 

the receivers, representing the Baltimore and Ohio, joined with the 

Consolidation Coal Company, controlled by the Baltimore and Ohio, 

to form the Canal Towage Company, in 1902. The Consolidation Coal 

Company, supplied over ninety-nine per cent of the coal trade on 

the Chesapeake and Ohio rw~cb was practically all the business the 

canal had) •36 The former transported the coal to its own wharf at 

the canal basin in Cumberland !1A the Cumberland and Pennsylvania 

Railroad, also controlled by the Baltimore and Ohio. Thus, in effect, 

the trade d~ the waterway in the receivership period was limited pri

marily to·that supplied by Baltimore and Ohio interests for consump

tion in the local market. The domination of canal affairs by its 

erstwhile rival was complete .. 

The disintegration of the.canal's business proceeded rapidly 

after 19?5· The coal trade declined steadily throughout the first 

q:r-arter of the century. A brief revival during tbe World War, based 

upon government purchases for the Indianhead proving grounds, had no 

lasti~~. ef'fe~t on canal prosperity _37 The rise of oil and gas as 

competitors with coal in the District of Columbia, the filling up 

• 
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of the Potomac to the detriment of the coasting trade from Washing

ton and Alexandria, and the gradual exhaustion of the most profitable 

veins in the Cumberland coal fields at the same time that rich new 

fields were being opened in West Virginia beyond the reach of the 

canal -- all these factors had an influence on the decay of the 

~conomic foundations of the Chesapeake and Ohio. 

Some canal properties, such as the Rock Creek mole, were sold 

to the Baltimore and Ohio and the Western Maryland railroads under 

court approva1.38 The proceeds were used to pay the principal and 

interest of the 1878 bonds, nov almost entirely controlled by the 

Baltimore and Ohio. In December, 1904, the State of Maryland dis

posed of its holdings (over $7,00o,ooo) in the bonds and stock of 

the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company to Fairfax S .. !e.nd.street, a 

Vice-President of the Western Maryland Railway Company.39 The 

price was $155,000. When the Gould properties went into receiver

ship in 1907 thfSe properties eventually fell to the Baltimore and 

Ohio.40 About this time the Pennsylvania Railroad began to sell its 

holdings in Baltimore and Ohio stock, apparently fearing a forced 

sale under less favorable conditions b7 Interstate Commerce Commis

sion order .. 41 Thus the tangled legal and fina:ricial picture gradt~al-- . 

ly became clarified and took on the east which it had in the 'thir-

ties. 

On Ma.rch 29, 1924! a new flood crest threatened the Potomac Val

ley. A brief cold snap on March .30 halted the rise of the river at 

a level below the crest of 1889, averting a major disaster.. Some 
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destruction occurred along the canal in the upper valley and at the 

more exposed points, but much of the vaterw~ escaped serious dam

age. 42 The incident provided an opportunity, h.ovever, for the rail

road to relieve itself of the expense of operating the canal. The 

receivers made no effort to restore the canal beyond the Georgetown 

level. They authorized enough repairs to protect what vas left of 

the waterway and to enable them to assert that the eanal could 

quickly be put into navigable condition if sufficient business were 

offered to warrant the effort.43 The canal was left a magnificent 

wreck, but technically a going concern in which the water rents re-

ceived from the Georgetown faetories paid the expenses of the mini-

mum operating starr. The court accepted the position of the receivers, 

and ruled that the canal had not forfeited its rights by non-operation, 

but that the "other" aspect of its business, the maintenance of a 

waterway for purposes of navigation was merely suspended in the ab-
44 

sence of remunerative trade. Both the receivers and the court con-

tinued to maintain the position that the canal was not abandoned, and 

could easily and quickly be put into navigable condition, after the 

dams and ~eeders had filled up, ·locks and lockhousea had deteriorat

ed into a hopelessly unusable eondi tion, and saplings two, three, and 

four. inches in diameter had grown in the trunk, destroying the pud

dling and often obscuring the canal itself. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

Revival of Federal Interest 
(1924-1949') 

The suspension of navigation on the canal in 1924 revived 

speculation as to the future of the waterway. There were some in-

dieations which supported the thesis that the ~anal would be re-

opened when sufficient trade was offered to make the move worth-
1 

while. Representatives of the Baltimore and Ohio held this posi-
. 2 

tion and made no effort to conceal it. Years passed, however, 

without a resumption of trade on the waterway. The celebration of 

the canal centennial in 1928 was the occasion for a considerable 

revival of interest in the past and the future of the old ditch.3 

This sentiment in turn merged with interest aroused by the cele-

bration of the Washington bicentennial in 1932. Articles and 

speeches rediscovered Washington's interest in the predecessor of 

the Chesapeake and Ohio, the Potomac Companf.4 Out of these two 

events came a call for the revival of the proposed connection with 

the western waters. Indeed, enthusiasm reached the point at which 

estimates were made of the probable cost. The figures suggested 

~n 1934, $188,ooo,ooo to $242,000,000, put an effective damper on 
5 the whole question. 

Inevitablr speculation turned to possible federal interest in 

u~~lizing the canal right-of-way. Fish and wild-lite enthusiasts 

saw the waterway as a natural fish and game sanctuary. 6 E:a.thn

siastic motorists professed to see in the right-of-way a natural 
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7 site for a highway. Neither of these proposals was new -- the 

wild-life preserve and transportation proposals are the pattern of 

almost all ideas as to what use to make of the waterway. 
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Actually federal interest in the canal is as old as the pro

ject itself. It is apparent at every period in the history of the 

Potomac transportation route: the Potomac Company, the Gallatin Re

port of 1808, the origin of the canal project in the post-1815 per

iod, the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company, the Jackson era~ the 

Civil War, the proposed connection with the Ohio in the 1870's, the 

World War, and in recent years. Federal interest has been turned 

to every phase of the project: general concern with internal trans

portation, political aspects, financial commitments, and matters %'e

lating to the District of Columbia. Federal interest has been con

cerned with the Potomac improvement both directly -- stock ownership, 

surveys, supervision, war, postal service -- and in~ectly -- trans

portation and communication, employment, local money condition, power 

utilization, and water supply. 

The nature of federal interest is clearly indicated in the fore-

going summariesJ basically it resolves itself into four major cate

gories. As far as national affairs are concerned federal government 

was primarily interested in the proposed east-west transportation 

line yia the.central route serving the nation's capital. Financially 

Co~ess was. involved. through appeals for aid from both the Potomao 

Company and the Chesapeake and Ohio, through appropriations for sur

veys of the proposed waterway, and through the authorization of a 
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stock subscription in the canal company in lS2S. Politically the re

lations of the United States and t~e canal ~rovide an insight into 

go7$rnmental role in the realm of private business in the nineteenth 

centur.Y, as well as an episode in the age-old problem of political 

patronage. These three fields of activity are especially noticeable 

in the 1820's and in the Jaek~onian era. All recur ~om time to 

time, however. In the latter half of the nineteenth century and in 

the twentieth, Congress has turned its attention to canal attairs 

locally as the legislature for the District of Columbiao" Questions 
8 

ot water supply, potential electric power from the Falls of the 

P~tomac,9 and the physical development of the city itselt
10 

have 

brought the federal government into contact with the canal company 

on many.occasions since 1850. 

Since the apparent decline of the canal in the 1880's there has 

been speculation about federal acquisition of the waterway. The ear

liest proposals looked toward the eventual completion of the canal 
,. 

to Pittsburgh. This was a continuation of the sporadid interest in 

the project, last revived in the 1870's. Almost coincidental with 

this proposal was the suggestion that the waterway be used as the 

basis of a park system. Both of these ideas have been repated in 

one form or another ever since they first were advanced. Shortly 

after the turn of the century, tor example, ~ engineers made a 

brief survey of canal possibilities in the Potomac Valley. With 
•• - ~ - j 

~he advent of the automobile age a new theme vas added to the pro
\. ' 

posals for federal use of the failing waterway, namely, as the route 

of a super-highway or parkway. 
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The suspension of navigation in 1924 ushered in a period of re

newed and intensified spe~lation as to the possible sale of the 

magnificent ruin to the United States. Voices were raised in sup-

port of all three projects -- restoration, park development, and 

highway. The attitude of the Baltimore and Ohio, which owned the 

waterway, was very clearly indicated by the trustees and, pre-

sumably, was echoed in the words of the general mana.~r of the 

canal. It can be summarized as follows: the canal was not aban-

doned (abandonm$nt is a matter of intention); navigation was mere-

ly suspended in the absence of offers of profitable trade; the canal 

was not wrecked beyond repair; on the contrary it could be put back 

into operation with no extraordinary trouble, expense, or delay. 

The general manager, Mr. Nicholson, asserted that 

the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal was in condition. to be opened 
for transportation purposes at any time, not admitting that 
any part of the canal channel was filled with weeds or debris 
or has its banks washed out in any way to interfere with its 
prompt resumption of business •••• the only reason the canal 
transportation had not been resumed was that they had not 
yet arranged for sufficient transportation of coal to war
rant resumption of business.ll 

Canal attorneys took the position that 

the Trustees from time to time have restored the breaks in 
the Canal at a very large cost so as to prevent the possibi
lity of such serious washouts as might lead to the aban~on
ment ot 'f;.he Canal. While the appearance of the Canal might 
lead an .:tininf'orm.ed observer to t~ink that it is in very· bad 
condition, this is not a fact. The Canal could be restored 
without a much larger expenditure than the amount which is 
required each spring to remove the bars which have formed 
during the winter.lZ · 

In view of these "facts" if the_government wish to~ terms, the 

Baltimore and Ohio would listen. But the railroad needed certain 



pieces of canal property, especially around the Point of Rocks and 

would not include them in any discussions.1.3 

The advent of the Roosevelt administration in 19.3.3 served to 

continue interest in United States acquisition of the waterway, 

from the standpoint of public works projects and the development · 

of conservation and recreation facilities. Shortly 9£ter 19.3.3 the 

government brought suit against the canal company to prove that it 

had forfeited its charter rights. The purpose of this move was to 

assist federal officials in the acquisition of canal property near 

the mouth of ~ock Creek in order to complete the Rock Creek and 

Potomac Parkway project. The twentieth section of the charter 

states: "And if, after the completion of the said canal and locks, 

the president and directors shall fail to :keep the same in repair 

for twelve months at any time, then, in like m.anner,.the interest 

of the company in the navigation and tolls shall cease, and their 

charter be forfeited." The Court upheld an earlier opinion, how

ever, that abandonment is a question oE intention and that there

fore the canal company had.not forf'eit$d its charter.14 

In the meantime governmental agencies had explored the ques

tion of the acquisition of the waterway. Early discu,ssions among 

themselves and with the Baltimore and Ohio in 19.34 had concerned . - . . 

~he section between Rock Creek and the Point of Rocks. Inasmuch 

as the railroad_ reserved 'the land in the narrow passes of the river 

at the latter spot there seemed to be little inclination to bid 

for the disjointed segment above the reserved sections. The cost 

.. 
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~-' of the lower section of the waterway vas estimated at between 
15 $1,250,000 and $1,500,000. Only gradually did the idea of pur-

chasing the entire canal and restoring it as a national park and 

a historic shrine gain widespread acceptance.16 The defeat of 

the government's suit in 1936 to prove that the canal had for

feited its charter deprived the United States of a strong bargain-
17 ing position. 

At this point a new development altered the picture. The 

Baltimore and 0hio, hard hit by the depression in the 'thirties, 

applied to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation in December, 

1937, for an addition loan. For collateral the railroad company' 

produced along with other security the title to the Chesapeake 

14:3 

and Ohio Canal. On February 1, 1938, the credentials officially 

changed bands. The railroad indicated it mi~ht be willing to dis

pose of the entire canal for $2,500,000 or $;,ooo,ooo, in order to 

reduce its $So,ooo,ooo debt to the R~construction FinanooCorpora

tion.1S After several months of negotiation the transfer was final

ly agreed upon for approximately $2,000,000, and the waterway formal

ly changed hands in September, 1938.19 After one hundred and ten 

years the United States ag~in found itself in control of the canal. 

The acquisition of th~el' Chesapeake and Ohio by the federal 

government produced another period of speculation. The announced 

intention, at the time of the federal transfer of possession, was 
20 

the restoration of the waterway as a scenic natural recreation area. 

Fish and wild-life enthusiasts urged, however, that the property be 
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used as a gam& refuge.21 Others advocated the construction of a 

scenic highway on the canal right-of~ay.22 In the end the restor-

ation proposal won out. The government thereupon undertook to re-

construct the twenty-two miles of waterway below Dam Noe 2 at Sene-

ca. Army engineers planned the rebuilding of the banks so as to 

avoid serious flood damage by allowing for breaks, if the strain 
23 

became too great, at less dangerous and more easily repaired spots. 

The dedication of the canal as a public park was celebrated on 

Washington's Birthday, 1939, with appropriate ceremonies in which 

the leading participant was Matt, a thirty-eight year old canal 

mule. In August, 1940, .the canal was opened as far as Seneca.24 As 

of old, the river rose to meet the challenge. In September it test

ed the scientifically reconstructed canal during a minor flood that 

caused some damage. EQ~in&ers quickly made the necessary repairs. 

In 1942, the Potomac rose again and smashed the canal back into the 

wrecked cOndition in which the government bad found it. Da.e to wa:r-

time conditions nothing further was done to restore the waterway ex

cept the necessary repair of the Georgetown level. Here perpetual 

water leases obligate the government as the Successor to the canal 

company to keep up the waterway below the Little Falls dam as a mill 

~~~~ as long as the lessors continue to demand water power from the 

canal. 25 

Wring the wartime suspension ot the restoration work, time was 

found for a reconsideration of the whole question. The heav.y cost 

of repairs in view or the recurring flood damage militated against 

.. 
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adherence to the restoration project. Thus there was an opening for 

the consideration of alternate proposals. One of these embraced a 

new idea, the construction of. a series of dams in the Potomac Valley 

for flood control and power purposes, 1. A·, a sort or Potomac Val

ley Authority. The cost of this plan, the controversial nature of 

public power, anq above all the large areas of fertile lands ift the 

relatively flat areas of the valley which would be inundated by the 

dams provided strong arguments against this proposal. A second 

alternative was the revival of the parkway project, linked with the 

George Washington Memorial Parkway already advancing up the Virginia 

side or the river from MOunt Vernon, with the Great Falls of the 

Potomac as the authorized objective. 

It was at this point that the Eightieth Congress directed the 

present investigation to be made. Engineers have examined the route 

as to its physical feasibility and cost. In an6th~r section there 

is a more detailed account of historical sites and points-of interest 

along the proposed parkway. This summary of the history of the canal 

which.tbe government now owns and of the Potomac route in general is 

intended to supply information on the background of the property ac

quired in 1938, the rich and significant history of the vall~ it

self, and the points of contact and interest involving the federal 

government in the past. 
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TABLE III 
Potomac Comt>any Trade 

1800-1828 

.... Value Value Total-
No. Bbls. Bb1s.- Hdds. Tons Other Return Estimated 

Year Bo{!ts Tonnage Flour Whiskex Tobacco Iron Produce Goods Value Tolls 
I 

1800 296 1,643 16,584 84 25 0 0 0. 0 $ 2,950.00 $ 7,851.00 $129)'414.00 $ 2,i38o58 
1801 413 2,993 28,219 619t 100 18'1 14,060.00' 6.,180.00 32811445~32 4,210.19 
1802 305 1~952 17,250 379 5 238;r 27~232.50 eo-•oDOOt'O 1639916.00 3,479.69 
1803 493 5,549 45,055 257 32 48o! 3,936.,00 10~386.00 345,472.82 9,353.93 
1804 426 3,823 39,350 578 8 88 3p250.00 7,514.00 284,040.60 7,765.58 
1805 405 3,208 28,507 436 11 137 32,975.18 7,486.00 340,3.34.18 5,213.24 
1806 203 1,226 19,097 459 5 2ot 3,553.40 4,998.00 86,790.40 2,123.69 
1807 573 8,155 85,248 971 20 35 11, '796.00 7,314.00 551,896.47 15,080.42 
1808 508 5,994 48,463 1,535 3 13 10,532.37 7,613.00 337,007.47 9,924.27 
1809 603 6~767 40,039 1,527 37 494 8,537 .oo 11;510~00 305,628~00 9,094.89 
1810 568 5,374 40,757 1,080 13 19lt 5,703.00 o-oooeoooo 318,237.62 7,915.85 
1811 1300 16,350 118,222 3,768 27 200 6,810.00 6,000.00 925,074.80 22,542.89 
1812 613 9,214 55,829 3,143 6 360 1,694.00 7,319.75 515,525.75 ll,A71.37 
1813 623 7,916 55,902 3,464 11 252 1,899.00 6,119.32 423,350.32 11,816.22 
1814 596 5,987 38,769 2,684 18 361 675.60 5,314.12 312,093.72 9,109.82 
1815 613 6,354 47,183 4,616 9 314 2,075.00 5,211.15 489,498.15 9,789.57 
1816 550 6,132 35.918 1,774 29 419 9,291.65 6,371.35 357,661..00 7' 501.52 
1817 856 9.197 57,662 1,385 10 335 4,094.00 14?000.00 787,994.00 13,948.23 
1818 746 9,778 58,226 3,126i 2 4283/4 8,750.00 15,124.00 681,924.75 10,332.26 
1819 775 7,550 66, 542t 1,479 ... 2?8t 9.988.00 1.5,521.00 565' 010 0 62!- 12,514.04 
1820 917 16,506 75,272 1,215 14 227} lf>·. S87 .G'5 12,230.00 420,818.15 13,107.31} 
1821 760 11,400 67,557 1,391 10 115 11, 5i5·~oo 10,027.00 318,810.00 12,490.61 
1822 ll,l03.50 
1823 6,238.85 
1824 9,851.14 
1825 9,843.35 
1826 11,505.33 
1827 10,821.78 
1828 11,895.24 
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~ ., .... TABLE--IV 111') ~ 

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Trade 
1828-1924 ..... , 

--·-Year Tommge Coal Flonr IDlea·;j limll.ber · q~n~i! Tolls 

From June9 1828~ to October 31~ 1830~otomae Company works $ 33~281.26 
From November 1, 1930,-to December 31, 1830~Potomae·company works 142.61 
1830 (November 1 to Decernber 31)--Chesapea.ke and Ohio <:anal 2:044 • .36 

1831 32~992 .. 66 
1832 24,976.02 
1833 16~663 .. 49 
1834 20~131.62 
1835 26~568.15 
1836 28,769.33 
1837 2f>,702.49 
1838 34,958.55 
1839 47,865 .. 94 
1840 43,808.02 
1841 57,012.29 
1842 1119293 bu. ltil,966 bbls. 214·, 569 bu. 916;184 bd. ft. 59,199 bu. 56,005.80 
1843 2,108 tons 156,242 bbls., 142~785 bu. 500,000 bd. ft. 167,326 bu. 44,540.51 
1844 4,871 tons 172,796 bb1s. 199$1620 bu. 1,ooo,ooo bd. rt. 17.3,023 ru. 52,674 .• 24 
1845 2,376 tons 170,464 bb1s., 299,607 .bu. 508,083 bd. rt. 126,799 bu. 51,810.70 
1846 60,147 1,952 tons 234,539 bbls, 264,115 bu. 2,851,541 bd. rt. 30,005 bu. 53,357.24 
1847 60,440 2,170 tons 176,789 bbls, 235,212 bu. 1,583~6oo bd. rt. 238,216 bu. 52~440.35 
1848 86,436 3,284 tons 217,1J2 bbls. 220$1025 bu. 2,080,600 bd. ft. 144,103 bu. 54,146.21 
1849 102,041 5,224 tons 236,620 bbls. 240,073 bu, 1,560,956 bd. ft. 244,281 bu. 61,823 .. 17 
1850 101,950 7,956 tons 27,120 tons 5,318 tons 2,765 tons 1,726 tons 64~442 .. 02 
1851 203,893 82,690 tons 25,761 tons 6,861 tons 2,736 tons 5, 78.3 tons 110p504.43 
1852 167,595 63,289 tons 26~755 tons 9,805 tons 2,640 tons 4,755 tons 92,248.90 
1853 270,705 151,959 tons 25,602 tons 9,966 tons 3,606 tons 8,327 tons 145,100.54 
1854 235,923 145,319 tons 15,643 tons 5,417 tons 2,-588 tons 2,618 tons 119,306.03 
1855 283,252 188,029 tons 14,240 tons 6,986 tons 3,051 tons ·628 tons 138~675.84 
1856 287,836 205,568 tons 14,853 tons 9,017 tons 3,209 tons 6,893 tons 153,051.,56 
1857 196,525 123,536 tons 10,967 tons 3~750 tons 1,847 tons 5~592 tons 94,802.37 
1858 254,684 tons 171~085.97 
1859 359,716 300,743 tons 12,106 tons 5,531 tons 4,931 tons 2~810 tons 189?134.57 
1860 344,532 283,249 tons 11,087 tons 5,452 tons 2,593 tons 3,048 tons ·182' 343.86 
1~61 144,S14 119,893 tons 7,067 tons 4,286 tons 1,994 tons 1,941 tons 70,566.99 
1862 126,793 94,819 tons 7,340 tons 6,640 tons 1,693 tons l,027'tons 63,985.85 
1363 265,847 229,416 tons 8,566 tons 9,014 tons 1,403 tons J.J1789 tons 154,928.26 
1864 290,772 260,368 tons 5,962 tons 6,16$ tons 1,248 tons 1,914 tons 225,897.34 
1865 ' 372,335 340,736 tons 5,383 tons 5,700 tons 1,216 tons 775 tons 346,165.47 



Year Tonnage Coal 

1866 383,408 344,160 tons 
1867 521~402 458,009 tons 
1868 5.52, 987 484,849 tons 
1869 723,938 661,828 tons 
1870 661~772 606,707 tons 
1871 968,827 848,199 tons 
1872 923,581 814,365 tons 
1873 880,630 796,717 tons 
1874 909,959 836,996 tons 
1875 973,805 904,898 tons 
1876 709,112 654,409 tons 
1877 627,913 603,096 tons 
1878 662,508 630,290 tons 
1879 522,904 tons 
1880 615,423 tons 
1881 521,189 tons 
1882 316,648 tons 
1883 707,468 tons 
1884 378,.352 tons 
1885 398,012 tons 
1886 295,415 tons 
1887 277,688 tons 
1888 286,183 tons 
1889 (May 31) 57,079 tons 
1890 No trade on canal 
1891 50,533 tons 
1892 265,799 tons 
1893 336,295 tons 
1894* ••••• 

TABLE IV Continued 

Flour 

2,620 tons 
3,058 tons 
2,120 tons 
2,220 tons 
1,845 tons 
2,025 tons 

980 tons 
1, 794 tons 
1,526 tons 
1,000 tons 

734 tons 
519 tons 
604 tons 

Wheat 

4,946 tons 
9,510 tons 
9,164 tons 

15,147 tons 
11,710 tons 
14,369 tons 

8,416 tons 
8,569 tons 
9, 780 tons 
8,894 tons 

11,754 tons 
10,048 tons 
14,005 tons 

1895 • • • • • . 
1896-1905 No statistics available on tolls received 
1906 ••••• 
1907 ••••• 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 

183,694 tons 
170,444 tons 
166,463 toris 
172,556 tons 
176,491 tons 

·- Lumber 

1,852 tons 
3~051 tons 
2,936 tons 
1,097 tons 

968 tons 
2,410 tons 

- 1;761 tons 
1,582 tons 
1,102 tons 
1,270 tons 
1,696 tons 

353 tons 
1,665 tons 

Corn· 

6~307 tons 
10~ 794 tons 

5,502 tons 
2,339 tons 
2,929 tons 
5,005 tons 
3,844 tons 
3,285 tons 
5,312 tons 
3,553 tons 
6,723 tons 
5,382 tons 
2,489 tons 

Tolls 

$355,660.76 
374,932.75 
276,978.71 
368,483.42 
342,644.40 
485,019.65 
459,654.59 
482,528.27 
500,416.24 
458,534.66 
290,274.39 
187,756.66 
282,181.18 
234,976.52 
361,757.68 
284,435.59 
143 '730. 76 
284,234.00 
135,693.59 
106,940.39 

81,718.73 
110,667.83 
121,218.27 
24,579.48 

(135,979.89) 
( . ) 
130,923.35 
117,622.29 
116,728.40 

59,840.01 
64' / .. 25. 92 
62,094.16 
59,105.66 
52,965.37 
43,924.73 
41,644.24 
42,236.97 
41,407.71 



Iea:r 

1914 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 

TABLE IV Continued 

Coal Tonnage 

171,062 tons 
173,997 tons 
158,036 tons 
151,667 tons 
138,087 tons 
133,529 tons 
127,871 tons 

66,477 tons ....... 
56,404 tons ...... 

Tolls 

$42,2.36.97 
41,271.46 
38,956.77 
40,545.74 
71,404.43 
47,346.95 
62,102.38 
42,017 • .33 

3,4.35.18 
31,899 • .32 
1,215.60 

*No figures on tonnage are available from 1894 to 1908. Tolls given are after deduction for rebates. 
Sources: Annual Reports, Reports of Trustees, and Ledgers. 



TABLE V 
Receipts and Expenditures 

1845-1936 

-- Expenditures 
Receipts (Excluding Interest 

~ 
Year_ (All Sources) on 1844 Bonds) 
1845 i 76,767.74 t 50,830.35 
1846 59,351 .. 98 60,670.65 

J.i. 1847 93,569 .. 73 96,557 .. 95 .• 
1848 57,366 .. 13 69,770 .. 28 

.., 1849 65,438.13 97,024.46 
1850 88,310 .. 00 160,124 .. 46 . 
1851 153,829 .. 63 241,794.71 (includes $119,956 .. 54 interest) 
1852 176,770.86 323,659 .. 28 (includes 132,133.01 interest) 
1853 150,091 .. 30 108,082 .. 71 
1854 124,109.08 120,945 .. 89 
1855 143,182.,87 2521 587.10 (includes 146,502.25 interest) 
1856 158,233.48 231,716.73 (includes 1401 520.87 interest) 
1857 99,590.69 265,872.24 (includes 143,892.61 interest) 
1858 ooooeooo vwoov•etct 

1859 198,328.43 242,689 .. 88 
1860 191,890.20 329,620.15 (includes 153,760 .. 68 interest) 
1861 75,741.90 . 256,2Q7 .. 82 (includes 154,002:19 interest) 
1862 72,624.95 231,711.68 (includes 154,349.57 interest) 
1863 163,024.10 250,208.82 (includes 155,808.49 interest) 
1864 234,699 .. 30 257,732 .. 09 (includes ll.L1., 973.00 interest) 

'1865 359,734 .. 56 307,547.56 (includes 146,375.77 interest) 
1866 366,846.86 222,288.56 (ordinary-expenditures only) 
1867 385,034.83 210,772 .. 98 (ordinary expenditures only) 
1868 2117,563.99 275,263.60 
1869 38Z!,694 .. 10 263,170.94 
1870 357,349.52 248,749.19 
1871 495,554.03. 212,006.96 
1872 478,273 .. 62 222,855 .. 13 . 
1873 507,660.52 277,015.38 (includes 56,814.76 improvements) 
1874 517,412 .. 22 227,204.63 
1875 473,218 .. 40 256,370.04 (includes 37,326 .. 86 improvements) 
1876 304,121.20 236,976.80 (includes 42,357 .. 90.improvements) 
1877 201,303.27 279,484.81 
1878 289,013.17 395,722.87 
1879 233,567,57 296,808.39 (ordinary expenditures only) 
1880 372,616 .. 07 287,0$4.78 
1881 305,096.82 262,491.26 
1882 169'1802.67 212,167.93 
1883 329,527.07 260,964.30 
1884 151,316.40 202,536.12 

·~' 1885 135,929.06 184,667.10 
1886 94,138.19 223,414.99 
1887 129,206.82 174,294.52 
1888 129,469.87 126,769 .. 90 



TABLE V -- Continued 

Year Receipts ~enditures 
1889 $ 29,918.17 73,562.28· 
1891-92 140,746.17 568,763.65 

~ 
1893 147,414.51 124,949.21 

.1894 150,926.34 117,292,80 
1895 138,602.29 112,085.65 

,._, ~) 1896 121,444.93 117,423.47 
1897 81,565.43 124,703.54 

" 
1898 71,563.43 67,599.89 
1899 63,619.39 94,235.84 
1900 86,728 .. 08 98,303.41 
1901 97,973.60 97,660.92 
1902 83,977.69 120,544.14 
1903 97,110.19 124,041.23 
1904 93,618.89 117,181.89 
1905 87,435.95 104,208.92 
1906 74,855.86 113,936.09 
1907 80,661.42 100,165.53 
1908 77,767.93 119,516.96 
1909 76,359.24 107,613.22 
1910 69,371.79 108,222.71 
1911 59,161.59 108,422.73 
1912 57,575.58 100,433.62 
1913 57,787.36 101,853.49 
1914 58,404.22 114,698.25 
1915 57,334.54 104,447.03 
1916 55,793.77 109,270.64 
1917 58,125.10 104,219.35 
1918 89,287.11 136,152.18 
1919 66,087.42 156,797.57 
1920 81,935.97 174,746.02 
1921 63,924.52 162,843.03 
1922 25,674.58 120,197.45 
1923 60,604.08 132,372.23. 
1924 31,338.30 146,592.14 
1925 30,814.95 39,361.40 
1926 31,724.53 63,864.08 
1927 34,033.46 42,991.33 
1928 36,888.86 43,982.97 
1929 33,891.21 51,538.11 
1930 41,692.39 46,425.81 
1931 37,190 .. 44 37,845.10 
1CJ32 40,138.07 34,756.71 
1933 42,559.26 31.~~042.49 

·'~' 1934 35,233.90 54,189.06 
-....,. .. 1935 24,977.71 28,333.83 

r• 
---------------------Source: Annual Reports and Reports of Trustees. 


